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This experimental program considered the effects of porosity in
201A and 2219 aluminm, alloy, DC TIG welds, developed by the contami-
nation of helium shield gas by the addition of metered amounts of
hydrogen, moisture-saturated helium, or a combination of both. Porosity,
from .005 inch to .200 inch diameter, was developed in a continuous type
pattern in 2A inch long welds. Welds were made in the flat, horizontal
and vertical positions on I/A inch and 3/A inch thick material. Fracture
pore rating and radiographic pore concentration determinations were made
and related to mechanical properties in the transverse and longitudinal
axis for the bead-on and bead-removed condition. Increasing percentage
of porosity in a weld reduces strength,- fine porosity of I/6_th size,
present in sufficient numbers to contribute a total area cc_rable to
large pores, appears to effect the loss in strength as much as do large
pores. Longitudinal axis tests indicate a less significant effect of
porosity when some heat affected metal is permitted in the cross-
section. Data are also given for the loss in fatigue strength-life
with increasing porosity.
1CONTRACTNAB 8-11335
ANALYTICAL AND STATISTICAL STUDY ON THE EFFECTS
OF POROSITY LEVEL ON WELD JOINT PERFORMANCE
I. INTRODUCTION
This study addresses the problem of defining satisfactory criteria for
acceptance or rejection of defects in alumin_ welds. The whole challenge
of defining such criteria lies in the recognition that they cannot be con-
sidered independently of such factors as the cost or urgency of the item
being inspected, the design requirement of the weld, and the possible repair
and scrappage alterratives. To clarify these considerations, it is evident
that time consuming and expensive inspection procedures are not warranted
for low cost details that can be thrown away for a fraction of the cost of
a verydetailedinspection. Conversely, almost any effort can be economically
directed toward the more accurate assessment and inspection of details having
high economic value, as are characteristic of the Saturn program. Also, it
is not enough to be able to state that a given defect in an expensive detail
is undesirable. The pertinent question is -- Is that defect as it exists at
the time of inspection more or less desirable than a repaired weld? Compli-
cating the logic a little more -- Is the defect as is more or less desirable
than the probability that a second repair will be required, or a third?
Thus, the acceptance-repair working document must operate in a very
complex technical and economic field. As items of production become more
complex and expensive, it may be that the industry will have to move entirely
away from the concept of adopting a blanket, across-the-board, accept-reject
ruling. As economics Justify, it may be well worthwhile to prepare separate
documents for welds loaded in separable fashion. The seemingly drastic approach
of performing a minor -- i.e., several man day -- program to provide laboratory
supporting data for a given defect in a given detail is even Justifiable, and
has been in fact pursued on occasion by the Martin Company and others in the
manufacture of launch vehicle tankage.
Thus, the acceptance criteria of the future may not take the same form
as those traditionally found in the industry today. They may instead take
the form of Euidelines for analyzing the specific "defect of the day." In
its present form of presentation, the data of this report can only be used in
that fashion. Specific wide-ranging acceptance criteria are not derived and
presented. H_ever, existing criteria are critiqued, and guidelines, whereby
more precise and perhaps more difficult criteria can be derived, are presented.
2II. TECHNICAL APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
A. General Comment
The objective of this program, stated in idealized fashion, is to
enable the inspector to describe pertinent characteristics of a defect
in such fashion as to enable a precise prediction of the expected
mechanical properties of the weld Joint. This information can then be
assimilated by a designer and an intelligent decision can be made
regarding expected hardware performance.
In more practical terms, this objective requires that a defect
classification system or systems be derived which is sufficient to
predict the mechanical behaviors of interest. Welds must be produced
which contain defects; these defects must then be classified and
mechanical properties of welds which contain these defects must be
measured. Since each of these tasks -- production, classification,
evaluation -- involve a trial and error learning curve which is of
interest to the close reader, they are covered in some detain in Exhibit
One. For purposes of leading into discussion of results, only the follow-
ing brief reviews of these procedures are presented in the body of the
report.
B. Production Of Defective Welds
Welds were made in two materials (2219-T87 and 201A-T6), two thick-
nesses (i/&and 3/_ inch), and three welding positions (flat, horizontal,
and vertical). Filler wire was &O&3 for 201A-T6, and 2319 for the 2219-
T87 base metal. The material characteristics, such as composition and
parent metal mechanical property variables within a sheet, were deter_
mined during the course of the program to evaluate within-plate
variations. From the results shown in Appendix A-1 (chemical) and A-2
(mechanical property), it is seen that a very close composition range
existed. The mechanical properties also showed very little variation
within plates and from plate-to-plate for a given alloy and condition.
In the initial part of the program, optimum welding parameters were
developed and demonstrated for each of these twelve combinations. The
welding was all DC TIG straight polarity with helium. For the 1/& inch
welds, a first pass without filler was followed by a second pass from
the same side with filler wire, in the flat and horizontal positions.
For vertical welding, a single pass with filler was found to be more
effective. For the 3/& inch welds, two passes, both with filler wire
addition, were performed -- one from each side. Joint preparation was
square butt in all cases. In order to get porosity it was necessary to
intentionally contaminate these welds. At the outset of the program it
was decided that since accidental and Ic_ level contamination in pro-
duction welding is, in all likelihood, hydrogen and/or moisture, these
contaminants would be used to obtain a "similar" porosity. After
investigating several methods of introducing such contaminants, a
technique for metering additions of one or both of these gases to the
shielding gas in the tungsten torch was chosen as the most reliable and
reproducible method of producing porosity. In the final analysis of the @
B. Production Of Defective Welds (Continued)
data it is apparent that this technique was not entirely satisfactory.
Extensive addition of gaseous hydrogen as a contaminant tended to form a
large number of very fine pores, relative to typical porosity size-
frequency distribution in production welding. Thus, some instances were
noted wherein the porosity was so fine that the x-ray would have been
acceptable by most current standards, and yet the strength of such a weld
was appreciably reduced. However, this "unnormal" porosity size distri-
bution occurred only with rather heavy contaminant additions, and can be
identified in the analysis of the data.
Other difficulties, discussed in Exhibit One, involve changes in
the electrical characteristics of the arc which were induced by contami-
nation of the arc atmosphere. In general, additional contamination
appears to increase arc temperature, in some cases to increase the arc
Jet action, and to decrease arc stability. These effects were manifest
in poor or non-typical bead geometry in cases of heavy contamination,
and in required electrical parameter adjustments to obtain a consistent
weld geometry over the range of contamination. However, in spite of
these difficulties, defective welds were obtained over a very wide and
interesting range of porosity levele, and meaningful data can be obtained
from analysis of these welds.
C. Defect Classification System
Classification of defects was performed both before and after destruc-
tive testing of the specimen. Rather non-specific and arbitrary levels
of badness were assigned by comparing with an adopted series of standards.
Five levels, 0 through _ from water clear to quite bad, were adopted as
target porosity levels for specimen production purposes. Also, the Martin
Company classification and the ABMA system were applied before fracture.
These rough comparisons with standards were the extent of classification
employed before fracture.
The more intensive classification of defects was performed by detailed
observation of defects which were exposed by the fracture surface. The
fracture surface presents the most convenient display of the defects
which were actually operable in assisting the propagation of the fracture
through the specimen. Description of the size-frequency distribution,
the location, and such other derived parameters as total area, were
obtained. It was then possible, in the analysis of these data, to
determine if details of measurement, as location and size distribution
of pores, are worthwhile. Preliminary analysis of these results in-
dicated that mechanical properties did not depend on such factors as
size distributlon and location, but appeared to depend primarily on the
stumnation of the defect area contribution to the fracture surface area.
Subsequent classification techniques attempted to use this infor-
mation in the establishment of a new set of comparative standards that
would enable the prediction of defect area/fracture surface area ratio
before the actual fracture.
4D. Mechanical Property Evaluation
The defective welds were evaluated by longitudinal and transverse
tensile testing, and by transverse fatigue testing. Specimens for these
tests are illustrated in Figures 60 to 6_ in Exhibit Five. The speci-
men width of the transverse tensile test was the standard one inch wide
specimen for the 1/A inch stock, and l-l/2 inch wide for the 3/_ inch
stock. These have proven to furnish consistent comparative results.
Since the intrinsic tensile strength is independent of specimen width
over an appreciable practical range, the dimensions shown in Exhibit
Five were adopted. The dimensions for the longitudinal specimen were
chosen to insure that weld metal, heat affected zone, and parent metal
were included in the load carrying cross section of the specimen, as
shown in Exhibit Five. The objective here was to simulate the stress
picture which a weld sees in the girth orientation of a pressure vessel.
In this orientation the weld land adjacent to the weld bead itself is
capable of carrying the larger part of the load, as long as the (possibly
defective) weld metal is able to elongate and transfer this load to the
adjacent base metal. Fatigue specimens were chosen according to a Martin
Company standard as shown in Exhibit Five.
A large amount of mechanical property data were obtained in this
effort. The bulk of these data are contained in Appendix C-A.
III. DISCUSSION OF RK_ULTS
The evaluation compared the ability of each of several quantitative
defect classification systems to predict pertinent mechanical property behavior.
The particular classification system which can provide the basis for plotting
porosity versus mechanical property with the minimum of scatter and uncertainty
becomes the most attractive classification system. The several systems are
compared in this fashion for several combinations of alloy, thickness, and
welding position.
In order to restrict the discussions to manageable size, they are divided
into several sections.
A. Transverse Tensile Data, I/4 Inch Thickness
The arbitrary definitions of levels O, i, 2, 3, and A, which were
determined to be inclusive of a suitable range for investigation,
after preliminary experiments with contaminated welds, are defined in
Figures 1 through A. Level O, not shown, is water clear. Examples of
each level were sought for each welding position, alloy, and thickness
combination. The levels were used as a target for determining slight
modifications in contaminant levels for each of the several welding
conditions. It was found that adjustments were necessary in order to
obtain a given "level_ as position, alloy, and thickness were changed.
However, for the most part, examples of the several porosity levels were
obtained for each of the welding conditions. The first analysis of the
data was then to plot transverse tensile properties versus level number,
@
Figure 1 - Porosity Level One. l/4 Inch, 2219T87 
Horizontal.; 300F Dew Point 
Figure 3 - Porosity Level Three. 114 Inch, 2219-T87 
Horizontal; 30°F Dew Point 
1 
5 
figure 4 - Porosity Level Four. 114 Inch, 2219T87 
Flat; 60°F Dew Point, 35CFH Hydrogen, 
30CF" Helium 
A. Transverse Tensile Data, 1/4 Inch Thickness (Continued)
as indicated in Figures 5 through I0. These plots include all of the
combinations of trarsverse tensile tested 1/A inch welds investigated
in the program. The symbols indicate the high, medium and low values
for each individual porosity level, and the w2_ minimum" value.
Joining these points with the best faired line indicates that the
arbitrary x-ray levels were fortuitously chosen, since the several
mechanical properties behave in a reasonable fashion when plotted
against level number. However, the summationplot of Figure ll
indicates that, taken over the whole broad range of welding conditions,
the arbitrary standards selected as level numbers do not serve as an
adequate predictor of weld mechanical properties. The sunmmtion plots
show considerable scatter and unexplainable variations in slope. Several
conclusions are apparent from these summary plots; however, (1) shaving
the bead consistently lowers the strength, and (2) 201A-T6 appears to be
6 to ? ksi stronger than 2219, and loses strength with increasing
porosity at about the same rate. The apparent tendency for 2219-T87 to
lose strength more rapidly with the vertical welding position than with
horizontal or flat is probably a second order result of technique vari-
ations adopted to encourage formation of porosity in the vertical position.
This will become more apparent in subsequent discussion.
Before progressing further into the discussion of the influence of
porosity on mechanical properties, the data of Figure 12 are shown to
help establish a target of desired, retained properties in a defective or
irregular weld. These data, taken from Martin-Denver Report No. AMT-6_-
lO-1, indicate that the strength drops off quite rapidly in 201A-T6, 1/_
inch thick, with increasing number of repairs. When considering that a
repair, once decided upon, has a significant probability of resulting in
a third repair, then a tensile strength in the Nas-is" condition, of only
28 ksi has some attractiveness.
The repair data plotted in Figure 12 summarizes both manual and
automatic repairs made in 1/A inch plate by grinding previous welds to
a depth of 60% t, and refilling with AO&3 wire, AC TIG process. The
repairs contained some defects, but were satisfactory by production
standards. Similar data should be generated for 2219-T87 although they
cannot be cited at this time.
The next system for classifying defects, and one which gave a reason-
ably valid basis for plotting defect versus mechanical properties, was to
count the actual frequency and size of pores which appeared in the
fracture surface of the failed specimen. This procedure may appear
unreasonable, since it is not, of course, a nondestructive test. However,
it does provide, by virtue of more precise defect description, a basis
for obtaining an _npirical relationship between defect and behavior.
Three examples of each welding condition-porosity level weld were taken
representing the highest, lowest, and near-average values for the group.
Each fracture surface was examined exhaustively and data of the type
illustrated in Table I and Exhibit One, Figure AO, were obtained. The
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A. Transverse Tensile P_ta. 1/4 Inch .Thickness (Continued)
particular samples used for Table I came from 2OIA-T6, I/A inch t_ick,
horizontal position, te_tcd with bead on and contaminated to porosity
level A. The three fracture surfaces tabulated are illustrated in Figure
13 with x-rays of these s ecimens before fracture. Specimen number
332-13, for example, contained 23 pores of I/6A inch diameter, A
pores of 1/32 inch, 2 pores of 3/6& inch, i pore of 1/16 inch, and
3 pores of 3/32 inch. The term "equivalent I/6Aths pores" converts
the cross sectional area of all the pores listed to the number of I/6&
inch pores which would, by themselves, contribute the same total cross
section pore area. For example, a single 1/16 inch pore contributes the
same area as 16 I/6A inch pores, and thus the number of 1/16 inch pores
is multiplied by 16 to obtain its contribution to the "I/6& pore area
equivalents." Other systems for summing effects of various pore sizes
were tried, but the one based on cross sectional area met with greatest
success as a tool for predicting mechanical behavior. One shortcoming
of this system, as will be evident in anal_ing the plotted data
(_rticularl_ Figure 19), is that pores of size less than i/6& inch
were not considered. This omission apparently caused a sudden drop in
mechanical properties in the low range of measured areas. The importance
of small pores in the overall pore percent contribution is evident in the
much higher pore percents found by the grid intercept method applied to
the fracture surface.
Table I - Typical Pore Counts From Fracture Surface
SPECI]E_
332-13
332-2
332-20
NL_RFR OF PORES
1/6A1/32 1/16 3/32
In.
23 A 2 1 3 0
85 8 0 0 2 0
? i A 0 0 2
TOTAL
EQUIV.
1/61¢ths.
COUNT
181
189
175
PORE _RF_
% FRACTURE
AREA
COUNT _I,.B_ _R_.
15.9 50
16.0 65
15._ AS
tU_.TI]I%TE
TENSILE
STRENGTH
(KST)
30.1
30.&
29.&
The data for the I/& inch trar_verse welds are plotted in Figures l&
through 20. These figures are replots of the data of Figures 5 through
I0 except for the above described defect classification system. It is
evident that this classification system is rather successful in providing
a well defined locus of points which relate ultimate tensile strength to
defect description for each plot. The important conclusion to be drawn
from this satisfactory correlation is that the primary control of weld
metal properties is the total area of porosity in the fracture surface.
This implies that the size of the individual pores is not as important as
the total area of the pores of all sizes. The data of Table I were
chosen intentionally to illustrate this point. The three welds shown all
have approximately the same total pore area, 175 to 189 equivalent i/6&ths.
They also have approximately the same ultimate tensile strength, 29.& to
30.& ksi. However, the distribution of pore size among the three samples
is quite different. 332-2 has a large number of small pores, while 332-20
16 
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Specimen 332-2 
Specimen 332-20 
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A. Transverse Tensile Data, i/4 Inch Thickness (Continued)
has most of its total pore area represented in the two 1/8 inch pores.
(These two 1/8 inch pores contribute 128 of the total 175 equivalent
1/6&th_ area.) Thus, in spite of different pore sizes, similar total
pore cross sectional areas apparently result in quite similar mechanical
properties.
This conclusion opposes the idea that small pores are not damaging
to mechanical properties. The statement that a given volume of porosity
is more innocuous if broken up into small pores is refuted by this
observation. In fact, if we accept that the pore cross sectional area is
the important criteria, then a pore size is to be desired which gives the
least ratio of cross sectional area (circle) to volume. This ratio,
/_ assuming spherical voids, reduces to a
expressed as _R 2
constant divided by R, and thus gets greater as R becomes smaller.
Thas, a given voltage of contaminant gas in a freezing puddle will cause
mo_e damage in the form of small pores than large pores.
What is the impact of the conclusion that mechanical properties can
be predicted by knowing the pore cross section and the expected fracture
surface? Essentially, this conclusion defines the desirable characteristics
of a nondestructive test. A testing and classification system will be more
accurate the more nearly it provides a readout which reflects pore area
fraction of the fracture. The preciseness of area measure desired must
depend on the economic burden of arriving at this measure_ relative to the
economic value of the part being inspected. A shortcut attempt to come
up with convenient pore fraction area measurements was to work backwards
using x-rays of fractures which had actually been counted, as standards
for rating other x-rays. For example, an x-ray which looks somewhat
similar to one of the series shown in Figure 21 should be expected to
have approximately the same pore fraction in its fracture surface as
that which was actually counted for the x-ray of Figure 21. This measure
is only an approximation by comparison with standards. However, the
series of standard x-rays illustrated in Figure 21 was used in this
fashion; the numbers appearing on the segments of the standard are the
actual pore fracture counts taken from the fracture of each particular
specimen. Ratings obtained in this fashion were reasonably successful
as a basis for predicting mechanical properties, as illustrated by the
replotting of Figure 20 as Figure 22, with individual readouts superim-
posed on the plots obtained from actual count.
If economics Justify, however, a painstaking analysis of an individual
defect can be performed to obtain an accurate measure of expected pore
area which will appear in the expected fracture plane. For example, the
two x-rays of Figure 23 are taken of the same area. This example is
straightforward and does not require painstaking mapping of defects. The
straight-on view (Figure 23) illustrates that the greater part of the
porosity is contained in a plane which is normal to the surface of the
25 
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A. Transverse Tensile Data, 1/4 Inch Thickness. (Continued)
sheet. On observir_ this x-ray it iS obvious where the expected fracture
plane will appear. Howeyve_r,the porosity is so concentrated along this
plane (or "line" in the x ray) that an accurate count cannot be obtained
because of superposition. The angle x-ray (Figure 23) spreads the defect
out sufficiently that a pore count can be obtained. The count from the
angle shot divided by the cross sectional area of the straight-on shot
gives an accurate measure of the total pore fraction area. This parti-
cular x-ray was checked with an actual fracture count, and results
correlated quite well.
How do existing aerospace industry specifications rate as instru-
ments for predicting mechanical properties? Figure 2A illustrates
ultimate strength ranges found within welds of given classification
levels according to the A3MA-PD-R-27A. This specification is rather
ambiguous to apply, as discussed in Exhibit One, and has the short-
coming that it appears to place insufficient value on the presence of
small pores. This shortcoming appears to be the primary reason for the
lack of correlation between properties and classification. The very low
values under Class I were all taken from samples which contained large
amounts of very fine porosity, as illustrated in Figure 27. The same
two alloys are treated in similar fashion for various classification
levels in the existing Martin-Denver Specification, EPS 55606, in Figure
25. Again, the ultimate tensile strength scatter for a given classifi-
cation level is quite broad. The failure of the Martin Specification is
also due to fine porosity.
B. Transverse Tensile Data, _/4 Inch Welds
The classification system derived in the foregoing discussion of i/6
inch welds was repeated for 3/6 inch welds. The major difference in the
two thicknesses was that appreciably lower levels of porosity, in terms
of ratio of pore area to fracture area, were obtained in the 3/6 inch
welds. Thus, the range of porosity investigated was 0 to 12 percent
fracture area instead of 0 to AO percent for the 1/6 inch welds. However,
the summary Figure 26, derived in fashion similar to Figure 20 for the
I/A inch transverse welds, and based on Figures C-6-I to C-6-7 in
Appendix C, illustrates the same overall behavior.
C. Transverse Tensile Behavior
Both the 1/6 inch and 3/6 inch transverse tests (Figures 20 add 26
respectively) indicate a dependence of mechanical properties on total
area of pores. To a first approximation, we would expect this dependency
to be linear. That is, a given percentage area loss should impose a
similar percentage of strength loss. This assumes no strengthening or
stress riser effects. This expectation can be written by the formula:
= SO (I00 -% pore)
where Sp is the strength in a sample which contains porosity, and
So is the strength in a sample which does not contain porosity.
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C. Transverse Tensile Behavior (Continued)
This relationship is plotted as the upper superimposed straight line on
Figures 20 and 26. This line is a poor prediction of the actual data
plot. Instead, the data seem to more closely approximate a line which
can be formulated as Sp = (So-Sc) (100-% pore) where the added symbol,
Scj is a constant decrease in strength from the original strength which
may be due to contamination. This line also passes through the zero
strength-zero retained area point. It is plotted as the lower straight
line in the tw_ figures, and comes much closer to predicting the actual
data plots. This line supposes an initial drop of tensile strength to a
value of So-Sc , for reasons as yet unknown, and a further linear drop
depending on percentage of porosity. The one likely explanation for this
original drop of dimension Sc is the presence of very fine background
porosity which is too small to detect, but which does influence mech-
anical strength. A photograph of such pores on a fracture surface is
shown in Figure 27. In line with this formula, the values for the
several constants are tabulated for the several welding alloy-thickness-
bead conditions in Table II. Knowing percent pore area, strer_.ths can be
predicted by plugging into the formula for the two alloys and thicknesses.
Table II - Empirically Determined Com_tants For Weld Strength
Formula (Reference Figures 22 and 30) (iOOO PSI)
2014-T6 MATERIAL
CONSTANT
So
Sc
So
Sc
i//_ INCH THICK
BEAD ON BEAD SHAVED
50 49
I_ 13
_3
9 8
3/4 INCH THICK
HEAD ON BEAD SHAVED
46 45
8 7
43 42
12 Ii
The differences in these constants indicate that the initial strengths
are higher with the 1/A inch thickness and with 2OIA-T6. Also, the strength
drop by the first small increment of contamination is larger with the 3/_
inch 2219 alloy, and the strength drop is somewhat higher with bead-on than
with bead off condition.
The linear formulae are fair approximations of the actual relationship
between pore area and ultimate tensile strength. However, there is a
strong possibility that these formulae are valid only for the welds of this
program, with porosity induced in the particular manner described. If the
"area" measured by pore counting is accepted as merely a classification
number which "bears a relation" to real total area, but is not considered
to equal the "real area", the analysis of these data is improved.
In mathematical terminology, real pore area is a function of pore
area is a function of pore count. This function varies as the size and
distribution of the porosity. Therefore, the functional relationship a/so
3_
C. Transverse Tensile Behavior (Continued)
varies with welding position, alloy, thickness, and most importantly -
considering the data of this report u the method or level of puddle
enviro rsnent contsumination.
It follows from the above argument that pore count is a good pre-
dictor of pore area, and thus mechanical properties, only if the
"9mctional relationship" remaiDs constant throughout the experiment.
This relationship was evidently quite constant for a given welding
position-alloy-thickness, s_udwith heavily contaminated shield gas,
as evidenced by the success of individual prediction plots of Figures
IA - 18. It is less constant as positions vary, as evidenced by the
broader scatter of Figures 20 and 26. It is least constant, and
therefore perhaps dangerously inadequate as a link in the prediction
of mechanical properties, when it attempts to bridge the different
welds produced by "low" and "high" degrees of contamination. The
evidence for this latter statement is in the observation that 2ow pore
count in uncontaminated welds cause almost no property reduction,
while Figures IA - 20 (contaminated) show very high initial losses.
This argument concludes that direct correlation of these plotted
data with production (uncontaminated) welds is doubtful because of
pore area measurement difficulties associated with the method of
contamination. However, it also concludes, based on data presented_
that pore area measurement, when adequately accomplished, is the valid
predictor of tensile properties.
@
The correlation between pore count and tensile strength did not
require any consideration of pore pattern (linear porosity, clustering,
etc. ), except for considerations of location of pores with respect to
fracture plane.
D. Longitudinal Tensile Test Results
Summary plots for ultimate tensile strength, with the load parallel
to the direction of welding, are summarized in Figures 28 and 29 for the
1/& and 3/& inch thickness. Insufficient porosity was obtained for the
3/& inch specimens, on a percentage of cross sectional area basis, t.
provide a meaningful plotting range. However, the "clustered" which were
obtained all show a strength which exceeds &O ksi, averaged over tb_ _ho]e
width of the tensile specimen. ._ne1/& inoh daLa cov_r a sufficien_ range
to show a trend, when plotted 7ersus pore area _ sh:'_,nin Figm'e 28.
Again, the significant statemer_: is that e_er though porosity getz f%Irly
extensive, (the low st_euo_h end of tile plot co_responds to level _,
_igure &) strength is maintained at an excess of _O,OOO psi.
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D. Eonflitudinal Tensile Test Results
A similar statement can be made about elongation in this specimen,
measured parallel to the direction of welding in the presence of apprec-
iable flaws. Measured elongation in two inches exceeds 5 percent regard-
less of porosity up to Level 6, as noted in Tables C-l-I to C-3-16 in
Appendix C.
E. Fatigue Results
Fatigue results are plotted for constant porosity levels for several
combinations of alloy, thickness, and welding position in Figures 30
through 35. Although the scatter bands are wide, as would be expected
in fatigue testing of irregular geometry specimens even without the
rather vague porosity descriptions used, definite trends are shown.
Figures 30 and 36 show that 2014-T6 is similar in fatigue life and
load to 2219-T87 for flat and vertical welds. Figures 31 and 33 show
2219-T87 to be inferior for horizontal welds; however, the first two
figures (30 and 36) for flat and vertical, compared with the second two
figures (33 and 31) for horizontal show that the horizontal position
gives a reduced ability to carry a fatigue load. Figures 32 and 35 show
similar behaviors for 3/6 inch welded specimens.
The data are plotted according to actual pore counts in the fracture
in Figures 36 and 37 for 1/A inch and 3/6 inch welds. Although the
stress-life data are widely scattered, plots of minimum expected life
versus pore count for several load levels can be constructed. For
example, a weld containing 20, 1/6_th pores (or equivalent area)per 1/6
inch length may have a life of less than lO00 cycles under tension-
tension load of 25 ksi, of > lOO0 at 20 ksi, > 10,O00 at 15 ksi, and
> lO0,O00 at lO ksi. As indicated on the plot, 20 pores is approx-
imately 6 percent of the fracture area.
Considering the data to obtain a comparison of the effects of porosity
on static versus fatigue properties, the 6 percent porosity level causes
a reduction from 50 to 35 ksi (Figure 20) static strength, while at
I0,000 cycles, adding 6 percent porosity to a good weld drops the strength
from 20 ksi to 15 ksi.
The 3/6 inch weld data of Figure 37 are sketchier, but show similar
trends. However, porosity levels are much lower on a fracture surface
percentage basis, for equivalent effects.
F. Comments On Obtainir_ Porosity
Several comments are of interest on the di1"ficulties encountered in
obtaining consistent levels of porosity in the various welding positions ,
thicknesses, and alloys. Generally, the technique of adding moisture
and/or hydrogen as a contaminant to the shielding gas was quite successful.
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F. Comments On Obtainin_ Porosity (Continued)
The data of Figures C-5-i to C-5-&, Appendix C-5, which show specific
gravities of weld beads which were contaminated with indicated gas
mixtures, illustrate that the same contaminant did not react the same
under different welding conditions. This complicated the program some-
what, since new procedures were required for each welding condition.
These specific gravity numbers are correlated with x-rays of weld beads
in Figures C-5-5 to C-5-8. Tungsten contamination may be present in
the high specific gravity specimens.
The levels of contamination required to obtain a given porosity
(or low specific gravity) in the figures indicate, by comparison for
the several positions, that more contamination is required to obtain
a given level of porosity in flat welding than in horizontal welding;
appreciably more contamination is required to obtain porosity in
vertical welding. In tact, as indicated by the absence of appreciable
data for "levels 3 and A" for vertical welding, many porosity intro-
duction experiments were not successfUl. Figure C-5-I indicates that
five cubic feet per hour of hydrogen was very effective; for example,
in obtaining porosity in horizontal welding (specific gravity of2_5).
A comparable (A CFH) contaminant produced only a very fine pore pattern
in vertical welding (specific gravity of 2.80), while 5 CFH of H2 pro-
duced an intermediate amount of porosity (specific gravity of 2.55) in
flat position welds.
Another observation is that porosity is easier to obtain in 2014
than 2219, with the filler wires used in this program. For example,
up to _ cross sectional area percent porosity was obtained in vertical
welding with 201&, in spite of the difficulties with vertical weld
capture, while no appreciable porosity was obtained with 2219 vertical
welding. Figure C-5-1 and C-5-3 show other examples where given levels
of contaminant and welding conditions produced greater porosity in 2014
than 2219. For example, the 5 CFH H2 comparison in horizontal welds
(2.32 specific gravity for 2219 and 2.15 specific gravity for 201_).
Greater percentages of porosity were obtained with I/A inch thick
wolds than with 3/A inch thick welds. This is probably due to slow
travel speeds and slower solidification rates, allowing more time for
bubbles to escape, with the 3/_ inch welds.
When hydrogen was the primary contaminant, the tendency was to p_-
duce a large number of small bubbles. These very small pores were
difficult to find and measure, resulting in several instances of low
strengths in specimens which did not exhibit a high level of "countable"
porosity.
Additions of gaseous contaminants to the shielding gas introduced
an electrical influence on the arc. As more contaminant was added, the
arc became more erratic and apparently exhibited a higher temperature.
This is discussed in the section on Instrumentation, Appendix B-&.
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F. C_ents On Obtainir_ Porosity (Continued)
Other techniques were investigated for obtaining porosity in aluminmn
welds. One of the more successful was to contaminate the surface of the
filler wire by anodizing, moisturizing, or oxidizir_ according to approxi-
mately ten separate treatments. These techniques were found to be success-
ful in producing a defect which was frequently an angular porosity or
dross, but the technique was not sufficiently predictable. For follow-on
studies, to emphasize irregular shaped defects, these techniques would
prove quite valuable.
G. Influence Of Other Defects
During the course of the program non-gaseous porosity defects were
encountered in limited number. Several comments can be offered on each.
Dross and oxide inclusior_, as opposed to a gas inclusion, were
encountered in several specimens. However, it was never found in any
great extent. When found in sizes of approximately i to 3/66ths inch in
a 1/6 inch transverse tensile specimen, its influence on transverse
tensile strength was undetectable. In fact, in a given panel represented
by 6 to 16 tensile specimens, the specimen containing dross was never the
lowest of the group, compared to its "water clear" parallels. Dross
contained Within the internal cross sectional area exhibited exception-
ally good fatigue life. However, the dross did act as a fatigue starting
point.
Lack of penetration was encountered on several specimens in the 3/6
inch thickness due to difficulties in obtaining adequate penetration in
the vertical welding position. Several comments can be made which are
of interest concerning this defect. Most importantly, it exerts a
marked influence on the ability of the weld to withstand a transverse
load. Coupled with this is the observation that in no case was this
defect detected radiographically; it was only detected on cross section-
ing of the weld for tensile testing or on the fracture surface. This
defect also has great influence on fatigue behavior.
I_ngitudinal leading, such as found in a girth weld in a pressure
tank, is not influenced to a measurable extent by the presence of lack-
of-penetration. This is not a surprising observation, since the LOP
lamimation is parallel to the direction of loading and would not be
expected to restrict the load carrying ability. However, this argument
is not recognized in theassessment, in existant aerospace criteria
documents, of LOP for a longitudinal stress orientation. One instance
of lack-of-fusion, a defect similar to LOP except occurring between the
side of the weld bead and the unmelted solid metal rather than at the
root of the weld bead, behaved in similar fashion in longitudinal tensile
testing. Thus, it appears that a worthwhile gain can be realized if
criteria are written to recognize the direction of major stress appli-
cation.
IV. SUMNARY
A study was conducted to determine the influence of weld metal porosity
on the mechanical properties of welds in 201A-T6 and 2219-T87 aluminum. Defects
exert an influence on transverse fatigue properties, transverse static tensile
properties, and longitudinal static tensile properties, in order of decreasing
importance. Tension-tension fatigue llfe is reduced markedly by the presence
o_ oorosity. Coarse porosity with a pore size of approximately .lO0"exhibits
short life; e.g., 1,O00 cycles at 7,000 psi load. Porosity undetected by
normal x-ray show a life expectancy at lO,O00 psi of 1,O00,O00 cycles. Pores
act as notches when surface connected in fatigue specimens and result in un-
predictable life expectancy.
Transverse tensile behavior was found to be predictable in terms of the
total cross section area of all the pores existant in the plane of expected
h'acture. This predictability can be converted to workable weld acceptance
criteria when design requirements are known, and when techniques are used to
provide the cross sectional pore information necessary. The pore description
required is quite difficult to obtain by present-day x-ray techniques. However,
if the value of the item being inspected is sufficient to Justify multiple
x-ray shots and an intelligent interpretation effort, these numbers can be
obtained within present x-ray art.
Defective welds which see a major stress in the longitudinal direction
exhibit appreciable strength and ductility in the presence of flaws which are
quite serious by any current aerospace acceptance criteria document. This
suggests that girth welds in pressure vessels are probably over-inspected,
_nd could tolerate more serious defects than are presently accepted.
A discussion is presented of the characteristics and relative diffi-
culties, as a function of alloy and welding position, of obtaining a pre-
dlctable degree of porosity. A large amount of testing was conducted on
this program and is summarized in Appendix form.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusions as regards the establishment of weld acceptance
criteria, based on the data of this report, are as follows:
i. Weld behavior under transverse load is best predicted as a function
of the total cross sectional area of the defects in the expected
plane of fracture.
.
For transverse tension testing the decrease in strength from a
constant value (not necessarily equal to the zero defect strength)
approximates a proportional relationship to the increase in cross
section area of the defects.
V. CONCLUSIONS (Continued)
4_
@ Transverse weld strength suffers a given reduction by the fact that
the weld was contaminated, even though the contamination was in-
sufficient to introduce a measurable amoun_ of porosity. This con-
tamination effect may not be contamination in the physical
metallurgy sense, but fine porosity which is difficult to detect or
evaluate by x-ray.
This reduced weld strength -- caused by "contamination" as explained
in Conclusion No. 3 -- is the point from which strength varies by
increased porosity.
. Existing weld acceptance criteria documents tend to place insufficient
emphasis on the importance of very fine Fores (less than 1/6& _nch)
on mechanical properties. Predicting behavior without considering
such flaws can lead to erroneous conclusions.
. The techniques used for obtaining porous welds in this investigation
appea r to cause a greater incidence of very fine pores than would
be expected in normal production welding. This may have biased
these conclusions toward an overemphasis of importance of small
flaws.
@ Improved nondestructive techniques are required for determining the
total cross section area of flaws in the expected fracture plane.
Multiple x-ray shots appear to offer the best promise, but can
become difficult or unsolvable if the porosity pattern becomes too
complex.
Transverse tension fatigue testi_ is very sensitive to spherical
porosity. Fatigue life of the sample with any defect is lower than
fatigue life without defect, and continues to fall as the defect
increases in total area.
o Welds which are loaded or stretched parallel to the welding direction
are not particularly sensitive, in their mechanical behavior, to
defects. Quite respectable strengths and elongations were obtained
with this mode of loading with defects which would ordinarily not be
accepted in a structure.
lO. Sharp defects such as lack-of-penetration or lack-of-fusion exert
a marked influence on transverse mechanical properties, but a
negligible influence on longitudinal mechanical properties. These
defects were always found in the plane which is normal to the tranz-
verse load.
ll. Positions or patterns of multiple porosity arrays are influential to
mechanical behavior only to the extent that these patterns place a
greater number of flaws in a single plane which is normal to the
expected load.
5o
VO CONCLUSIONS (Continued)
Several other conclusions can be drawn concerning side effects.
are:
1.
These
The levels of contamination required to obtain porosity differ with
welding position and alloy.
2. The order of ease of pore capture is horizontal, flat, and vertical
welding position. It is very difficult not to obtain porosity in
horizontal welding, and it is difficult to obtain appreciable
porosity in vertical welding.
3. Hydrogen as a contaminant tends to produce large numbers of very
fine pores. Porosity is easier to obtain in 201A than 2219.
Greater cross-section-area percentages of porosity were obtained
in 1/4 inch welds than 3/6 inch welds.
A. Contaminant additions to the shielding gas cuased electrical
influences such as erratic arc and higher temperature.
5. Contaminating filler wires by anodizing and/or exposure to
moisture caused porosity.
6. Electrode configuration is critical in performing satisfactory
penetration and arc stability.
7. Arc potential and torch proximity traces respond to the same
electrical arc disturbances.
8. Material compositions and base mechanical properties obtained show
very little scatter within a sheet or from plate-to-plate.
9. Fatigue life is markedly affected by porosity level.
i0. Equipment controls, especially arc potential for more sensitivity,
are necessary.
ii. Fracture location is generally near the fusion line except with
excessive porosity, where failure passes through the weld.
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
Further work indicated by this program to improve our understanding of
significant weld controls are listed as follows:
I. As previously proposed, study the effects of irregular and very fine
weld metal inclusions on mechanical properties of aluminum welds.
VI.
.RECOMMENDATIONS(Continued)
2. Study influence of electrode material and electrode configuration
on position welding and metal thicknesses.
3.
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Correlate weld electrical characteristics with weld deposit quality.
_. Determine practical aspects of fatigue testing test bars versus
scale model tankage with welds of different quality levels.
5. Provide a more absolute number for defect rating associated more
closely with specific design requirements.
6. Determine bead dilution pattern and correlate with strength.
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Me+_ods
A. Material
The experimental program included the norn_ receiving inspection of
the sheet and plate stock. The waterial used in the prograa was free of
surface defects and contamination. All plates were divided or sectioned
into _" x 24" and 6" x 24" long panels for the 1/4 inch and 3/_ inch
material, respectively. Weld panels from the plates were randomly matched.
Certain panels made after welding were spectroanalyzed and tensile tested.
Due to relatively little scatter in elemental composition range, any vari-
ations in subsequent strength results cannot be composition dependent. In
a similar comparison, the mechanical properties consistency within a plate
and from plate-to-plate, cannot be considered a significant variable in
subsequent test results. The data cited above is shown in Appendix A of
this report.
To determine a suitable panel width dimension, a series of flat
position welds (201_-T6, 1/4 inch) were made using panel widths ranging
from 2 to I_ inches. For these single pass welds, the strength varied
randomly from _,400 to _9,200 psi; for double pass velds, 48,400 to 52,500
psi. Since panel width could not be considered as a dependent variable
from the above tests, a 6 inch vide panel was selected. _e low
sensitivity alAowed for economical use of excess material since certain
weld panels selected for longitudinal axis analysis could be salvaged.
B. Porosity
Porosity or defect produciag environments were initially selected as
either filler wire caused or of contaminated shield gas origin. To
determine filler wire effects, a gradient in the amount of surface
contamination on the wire was developed by the follovlng treatments:
1. Alkaline Solution Cleaned.
2. Baked in Air Convection Furnace at C_OOF for _ hours.
3. Hydrogen Bath Treated E1ectrolytlc&lly.
4. Exposure in Boiling Water From _ to 96 hours.
5. Humidity Cabinet Erposure at 160°F for 4 hours.
6. Anodized From 5-25 Current Density From 1-5 Minutes.
Defects of the dross or oxide inclusion type were produced with the
humidity treated and anodized vires. However, arc stability was severely
affected by the use of the anodized wire. A _tnimum strength of _O,000 psi
was obtained with the humidity treated wire conteAning a dross line
defect. _e mlnimum strength obtained wlth the anodized wire was 36,000
psi. The filler wire contamination did not produce a spherical _ore-
type defect.
Shield gas contamination can occur from arc deco_position of foreign
surface substances, or by impurities in the shield _ supply. The more
_asl_y controlled shield gas contamination, by metering gases such as
hydrogen, meisture-saturated helium, or a combination, was selected to
produce pores in veldeents.
(contour)
Molsture In the shteid ga4 vas introduced by bubbll_ hellum through
a tank of vster snd then aetert_ this 8as to the aatn shield gas torch
Inlet. A rumpling port Just before the gas enters the torch 18 used to
aeasure the dew point of the atxture. _e water level In the tank must be
maintained to peralt a repeatlTe dew point _alue for a _iven quantSty of
saturated _s added. A low water level resulted in chan_ng dev point
•wlue at the torch inlet.
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A shield 8as dew point level to + _O°F produced pores rsn_ng from
• 005 lneh to .GeO inch In the flat position. To produce a variety of pore
sizes, moisture s _ and l_lro_en and molsture combination additions
were used developing pores up to .200 lnch In le_h.
tp
Deve£ol_ent of porosity In each of the three veld positions required
some speclsl shleld gas contaalnatton blends. _lhese seemed to be asso-
ciated vlth weld psrsaeter characteristics for each posltlon as exhibited
by arc Instability tncludln_ electrode co_ttons. Electrodes were
re6round after each weld vlth a heawlly contaminated shleld to remove
sca.le bulldup and prewent tip breakdown.
• _e changes in arc potentlal_ current and proxt_ty a8 a result of
conta_Lnatlca chants Is shown in lnstruaentatlon records In Figures
B-_-I _ B_-7. Manual adJus_ent8 of potential current were
neQessaryp especially duz_ horizontal veldl_ to insure penetration
and pro_de s_tlsfactoz7 weld bead geometry and to own_lde power
source output
Weld _rs used for each positions _teFlal and contaminant are
shown In Appendix B, _able8 B-1 (1-_) to B-_ (1-_). As examples of the
chants In current and sz_ potential the 201_-T6, 1/_ inch, flat position
welds shoeed a drop In current and an Increase In arc potential a8 con-
taalnatlon of the shleld gas increased. Bovewer, comparing hydroi_n and
Iolsture behawlor, the relattonablp is in reverse. _IroEen contaed-
_atlon results :in current increase and voltage drop. Moisture contami-
nation results In a current drop and potential Increase. In the horizontal
posltlon_ co_psz_ to fl_t_ current reaa£ns constant and arc potential
Increases. In vertl_al veldtn_ current remtns the ssme and potential
shows a sltght drop as _ content ls Increased. _e basic degrees
of contaal_tlon can be _ouped a8 shown In Table III.
In the hortsontsl posltlon_ _otsture additions alone dld not produce
satisfactory welds because of poor are control. A _ amount o1'
h_nlrogen v_s added to produce the lnlttal veld poroslty chaa_ctertsttc8.
Flat posltlon velds vere _enerally completed flrst_ fol_oeed by hori-
zontal and w_tlcal-up veldl_. Identical shleld _as contaalnatlon
alxtures did not result In similar pore producing results. By adjusting
the ga4 flows of hydroge_ or =otstened heltu_ trtsl veld_ents were made
and fresh fractures across the veld exaslned. Wlth th18 type of control
the w_lous le_ls of porosity were produced. The porosity developed,
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TABLE III- CONTAMINATION METHODS REQUIRED TO PRODUCE
POROSITY LEVELS TESTED AT VARIOUS WELD POSITIONS
_T_L
_VEL
2o14- -i/4rnch
Level - One
-Two
- Three
- Four
> Four
2219-T87-1____Inch
Level One
-Two
- Three
- Four
7 Four
Level -one
-Two
- Three
_Inchi
Level - One
-Two
- _ree
FLAT
(8ocm He)
+20°F Dew pt.
5CFH Hydrogen
+20°F, 25CFH H2
_O°F, 25CFH H2
3ocm He
+20°F Dew pt.
5CFH Hydrogen
+60°F,25CFH H2, 3OCF_ He
+60°F,25CF_ H2, 3OCFH He
+20°F Dew pt.
-20°F, 5CFH H2
+25°F, 20CFH H2
+2OOF Dew pt.
-20°F, 5CFH Hydrogen
+25°F, 2OCFH H2
HORIZONTAL
(SOCm He)
+30°F onel +20°F one
25 to 30°F Dew pt.
30°F Dew pt.
30 to 35OF Dew pt.
5CFH Hydrogen
+3°F D_w pt.
2CFH Hydrogen
+3OOF Dew pt.
5CFH Hydrogen
+2OOF Dew pt.& 5CFH H2
+30°F Dew pt.& 6CFH H2
I
-&5°F Dew pt.,hCFS H2
+2OOF Dew pt.,SCFH H2
VERTICAL
(5OCFH He for I/h)
(socm He for 3/h)
2,3,& 5 CFH Hydrogen*
hCFH Hydrogen
5CFH Hydrogen
_Sporatic porosity of
varying size.
2CFN Hydrogen one
3,h, SCFN Hydrogen,
m
+20°F D.P.,3-SCFH H2
m
OOF Dew pt.
F D.P.,3CFH H2;
OF D.P., 3CFH H2|
5CFH Hydrogen
me
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_r_eriaental Method8 (Continued)
In most case8_ Is continuous and scattered through the weld bead. Cracklng
was not a problem even though contsalnatton-levels were hlgh. To enable
soae realistic _pl_ of poroslty found in velded panels_ an arbitrary
selection was lade by exaatnlng both radiographs and fractures of welds.
The spread of pores developed vas ahovn in Flsure 38. _ relsttTe
standard _ d2T2ded into f_ve porosity le_el8_ as listed. A flne_
unzlsolved _und poroslty 18 ello Doted 2D _ Of the llpe_D8 :
• _ Pores 81ze
m
1. Zero None
2. One .015" - .0_6"
3. _o .o_"- .o61"
_. _ .o61" - .o93"
5. _our .090" - .L_y'
6.)Tour .L_5" - .250"
_e effect of shleld g_s contaminants on weld bead surface characteristics
Is shown in Flgure 39. Bough and rippled veld bead surfaces are formed
as the level of contastnatlon Increases. With :olsture additions the
surfaces feel grltty due to the fine porosity developed.
Test bar-selection _or aechanlcal property vas based upon a review
of a norasl radiograph. A serles of these radto_phs for most conditions
welded $s shown in Appendix E Flgures E-I-I throu6h E-I-12. Bars
selected vere usuall7 alter-ated as bead on and bead r_oved tensile
test spectaens, and were asrked on the veld panel log sheet.
C. Tens_.e Testing
mechanical properties of welds made vtth no contaLiz_tton are
shown in _ables IV and V for the varlous positions and :etal thicknesses.
Natural _ periods exceeded six days after velding to nullify any
property differences due to a_tng.
Fracture locations were desi_ated as shown in the sketches belov.
• _e rlght hand s$de Is always the identified end of the test bar.
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7lH Horizontal Jeld. 
2014-T6, 1/4 Inch -2'F 
 ex Point Contamination. 
Surface i s  v e m  similar 
t o  a no contamination 
w e l d  . 
79H Horizontal Weld. 
2014-T6, 1/4 Inch +22OF 
Dew Point Contamination. 
Note Roughened Surface, 
Fine Porosity i s  present. 
82-H Horizontal Weld. 
2014-T6, 1/4 Inch Hydro- 
gen 5CFH Contamirntion. 
Note the Roughened 
Surface. 
d )  81-H Horizontal Welg. 
2014-~6, 1/4 Inch 0 F 
Dew Point and 15CFH 
H-ydrogen i n  shield gas. 
Note the excessively 
dimpled bead weld contains 
m s s i v e  voids. 
Figure 39 - Surface Appearance of Contanhated 2014-T6, 
l/4 Inch kJelds, DC TIG Method. 
tamination Shown i n  the Lower photograph 
Greatest Con- 
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Experimental Methods (Continued)
5 6
Todetermine ductility characteristics of welded Joints a .l" square
spacing grid was applied by photo-etch methods to the gage length zone
of the tensile specimen; elon_tion measurements were obtained at .2",
.4", .6", 1.0" and 2.0" gage lengths. The .2 and .4 gage length areas
include essentially weld metal; .6 gage length includes some adjacent
heat affected metal and the 1.0 and 2.0 gage length include parent metal
and weld metal strain. The .2 gage length zone shoved a vide range in
elongation values. Error may be introduced by the gap present when
rejoining fractured specimens. _e most informative elongation results
for ductility comparison purposes appear to be .6", l.O", 2.0" gage
lengths.
The yield strength was determined by the .2% offset method, except in
cases where excessive porosity caused tensile failure before .2 offset
strain was reached; results were then reported as .1 offset or p.L. values.
The weld strength In the flat position 2014-T6, 1/4" appears slightly
greater than in the other positions for all test bar directions and
whether weld bead is on or removed. The reduction in strength because
of weld bead removal is less than 2000 psi. The strength of 201_-T6, i/_"
welds Is greater by approximately 6,000 psi over similar 2219-T87_ 1/4"
welds. The ductility of the 2219-T87, 1/_" welds i8 a few percent greater.
The strength in the vertical position 18 slightly lower than the welds
made in the flat or horizontal position. This may be due to the single
pass weld made vertical and double pass in the other positions. Some
strengthening may be due to aging of the first pass.
A similar relationship exists as stated above in the 3/_" aluminum
alloy veldments. The strength of the 2014-T6 weld is generally lower by
_,000 psi than that of the corresponding condition for the i/_" material.
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Test bar quantities vere selected as lot sizes of 16 for baseline
mechantcaA property reference t and lot size of _-6 for conflxwatlon of
trends. In some cases, two or three test bars seemed to be sufficient
as lndlcattoas of the effect of porosity on strength. In some cases,
the lot size of the reference groups vas reduced because of "out of
position porosity" specimens.
_e scatter represented in the test results tabulated In Appendix
C-l, 2, 3 appear to be quite suitable for the selected grouped levels.
With the abbreviated specimen selection procedure, outlined above_
approxlaately 2, _)0 test bars vere made from approxlaately _00 panels
velded.
The standard deviation vas calculated for each group of specimens
of a given condition. Additional statistical parameters vere also
calculated to alloy for a significant test comparison betveen groups, if
desired. Mkcbanical property degradation, due to porosity, is of
sufficient degree to apply significant environmental causes for the
property changes.
_he computer routine developed is shorn in _able VI. An exa:ple
of the calculation is shown In _able VII.
Individual test ba_ sets removed from veld panels vere subject to
normal and ea_l.e (1+5°) radio_apt_ (see Exhlbit 'leo). All. speclaens
vere indexed vith lead markers so that the reference shift and the
shift could be determlned. Initially, exact defect depth vas measured for
each defect. Hoeever, due to the numerous and continuous nature of pore
distributions, zoning of defect locations to bottom, center, or upper
1/3rd of the veld bead vas deemed satisfactory. By dividing the an_e
t:age radiograph into three zones the relative displacement of the
image and fusion zone, vlth relation to the bottom marker could be read
for location of the image vtthtn the bottom, center or upper 1/_rd.
Identification vas also determined by normal radiograph reviev as to
fusion line or center bead location.
D. _ Classification
_he A_A-PDa 27A specification was reviewed so that realistic
ratios could be established on patterns developed in this program.
_he ltneaz porosity classification of the ABMA specification intends to
place quality grades over a diameter vs. pore spacing field. A specimen
vhlch has average pores of a certain diameter, and an average distance
betveen pores, can be located in the field and therefore into the defined
quality classification. Unfortunately if the definition is read only
literally, portions of the field are left vtthout any definition at all.
In practice the reader vho Is required to issue some classification must
shade from these undefined portions of the size vs. spacing according to
his subjective evaluation of the defect. 0onsistently conservative inter-
pretattons could result in unrealistic classification. For example, one
interpretation vould reject pores of temeasurobl_ _ size if three or
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Ez_erimental Methods (Continued)
more are 11ned up closely. A linear porosity scale, If It must be
separated _ _mphtcal examples of scatter porosity, should present
a complete and continuous disaster vs. spacing boundary of each class.
The boundary of tvo should be contiguous vtth three, three vtth four,
and four with fives to take in all possibilities.
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subtleties of linear porosity are quickly eclipsed vhen poroslty
Is spread beyond a visible llne and becoQe8 scattered. In et_ect
detriment has been added in another dimension. The scatter grades
illustrated call out classes vhich are one or several gx_les superior
to the class which might have been assigned by the linear porosity
standard. In othe_ words, reJectable linear porosity could often be
made acceptable by addition of additional pores to qualify the defective
area as scattered porosity. If the scatter standard Is safe then the
linear standard is more than safe.
E. Experimental Classification
q_e post tensile test examination required both a fracture and
radiograph revlev for the average and extreme strength levels for each
group. A sample log sheet designating the observations made are attached.
Figure 40, Sheet 1A, 113, 1C and C.
Meta.U.o_'alah _" specimens vere prepared for certain contaminated weld
conditions, q_eee are shorn in Appendix m Figures D-l-1 to D-l-lO.
Poroslty exposed is not as accurate on indication of severity as radiographic
examination. However a general degree of tncreasi_ porosity can be
seen as contamination conditions are increased. Bead geometry can also
be noted as affected by the various conditions.
F. Fatigue Testing
To provide another index of strength or veld Joint performance vhen
porosity is present, tension fatigue program vas performed. Each alloy
thickness and series of contaminated conditions were tested to establish
some relationship betveen fatigue life and porosity. A record of the
results obtalned is shorn in Appendix C-_.
In Figure _l fractures of failed specimens are shorn including defects
ranginK from level 0 to 3. A dross line defect and a LOP defect are also
shown.
Fatigue testing vas accomplished on Wiede_ann-B_idwln testlng
machlnes Models SF-1U (1,000 pound capacity) and SF-IO-U (10,000 pound
Cal_city. The SF-1-U machine vas equipped vith a 5:1 a_llfler fixture
to increase its capacity to 5,000 pounds.
Both machines apply a uniaxial tensile load at the rate of 1,800
reversed cycles per minute. The loading cycle went f_ a minimum of
lO_ of the nominal stress to a saxlsua lO0_.
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a) 755V2 - 2014-T6, 1/4 Inch 
Level zero 
25,000 psi  load, 117,000 
cycles 
Vertical Weld 
3 )  LHS-F2 - 2219, 1/4 Inch 
Level one 
25,000 ps i  load, 7100 
cycles 
Horizontal Weld 
C)  724HS F-7 - 2Ou-T6 
'Level two 
15,000 psi  load, 172,000 
cycles 
Horizontal Weld 
+200F Dew Point 
d )  329F5- 2014-T6, 1/4 Inch 
Level three 
25,000 psi  load, 11,OOO 
cycles 
Flat Weld 
+200F, 25CFH I& 
Figure 41- Fracture View of  Fatigue Specimens Show 
Gradation i n  Porosity and Defect Effect 
f) 958-n - 2219-T87, 3/4 
Inch 
Level two 
15,000 psi load, 52,000 
cycles showing LOP defect 
3CFH Hydrogen 
Vertical  Weld 
figure 41- Fracture V i e w  of Fatigue Specimens Show 
(Continued) Gradation i n  Porosity and Defect Effect (5x1 
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_e type of specimen tested was a standard Martin Compan_ specimen
shown in Er_lblt 5. A typical test set-up is shorn In Figure C-_-1.
O
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EXHIBIT TWO
RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION METHOD
Nondestructive Evaluation of Aluminum Alloy Weldnents
for the Identification, Classification and Spatial
Location of Included Porosity
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Nondestructive Evaluation of Aluminum Alloy Weldments for the
Identification, Classification and Spatial Location of Included Porosity
The effects of porosity on the performance of a weld Joint have been
extensively studied by various investigators. I All such programs have
suffered problems in:
I. Obtaining reproducible samples which are not complicated by inhomo-
geneities other than porosity.
2. Nondestructively characterizing the sample for future reference in
production weld evaluation.
@ Destructively evaluating sample and correlating nondestructive data
to implement improvement i_ the weld operation and/or weld i_spect-
ion. techniques.
It is generally recognized that nondestructive methods currently used for
weld inspection have inherent limitations in detection and characterization
of discontinuities. Improved sensitivity and utility are required to insure
detection, and correct evaluation of discontinuities. These improvements
will permit more precise disposition of a discontinuity and will assist in
the drafting and implementation of a repair plan when a repair is necessary.
If we consider improvements specifically for porosity evaluation, it is
desired to :
I. Detect porosity and establish size limits.
2. Correlate location of porosity with respect to the fusion zone of
the weld to physical properties.
3. Correlate porosity depth to physical properties.
Many nondestructive testing techniques are available or could be
developed to meet the requirements outlined for porosity evaluation. Since
the purpose of this program was to evaluate existing techniques, no develop-
ment program was carried out to exploit nonconventional techniques. However,
the merits of both conventional and nonconventional techniques are recog-
nized and are of interest for future programs.
Radiographic evaluation of weldments is one of the oldest and most
universally applied techniques. Although there are many difficulties with
radiographic inspection techniques, the permanent record which can be sub-
Jected to visual evaluation has prompted general acceptance. Radiography
is not, however, a complete inspection tool and as such, its limitations
and parameters must be recognized. It is usually limited to a two percent
sensitivity -- a discontinuity must result in a change of radiographic
density of two percent of the parent metal thickness in the line of incident
radiation to be detected. Access to two sides of a part is required as
the method is strictly a through-transmission technique.
9O
Radiography (Continued)
Since radiography is a good tool when used within its limitations and
since it is most universally accepted, it was thoroughly evaluated and
applied in the current program.
Search-Ray (Vidicon) Inspection
A IIOOS, .250 aluminum penetrameter block and IIOOS, .005 shim was used
to set up sensitivity limits of I._% sensitivity prior to panel inspection.
In addition a .005 penetrameter (shim) of the same alloy composition as the
panels (2014) was placed on each panel inspected to maintain the required
2% sensitivity by military specification MIL-STD-_53.
Upon completion of Search-Ray inspection, the panels were radiographic-
ally inspected by conventional film technique, and the film compared to the
Search-Ray findings. By comparison of the tw_ radiographic methods, the
sensitivity of the Search-Ray disclosed isolated porosity spots approxi-
mately .005 to .013 inches in diameter that were not discernible on
conventional film. The sensitivity of the Search-Ray disclosed discontin-
uities beyond the capabilities of present conventional film techniques,
Search-P_y cannot, however, determine defect depth. Utilizing an acceptable
conventional film technique for measuring porosity characteristics, it was
determined that Search-Ray techniques can be of no significant value to
this program.
Penetrant
Penetrant inspection is one of the oldest nondestructive techniques and
is merely an extension or increase in the sensitivity of visual inspection.
Its use is limited to those discontinuities which are surface connected. As
such, its usefulness for evaluation of porosity is limited to surface
connected porosity formations such as dross.
Eddy Current
Eddy current inspection of weldments promises to be the best technique
for a fast, sensitive, automatic and reproducible "total" inspection. Con-
siderable work on eddy current monitoring of metallurgical changes which
accompany welding of aluminum alloys has been done b_ various aerospace
organizations (Martin, Rocketdyne, Boeing, etc. )2.p3. Eddy current
techniques have been successfully applied at Martin-Denver for two years to
assess the effects of multiple heating of 201_ aluminum alloy weldments.
A recent application of eddy current techniques for monitor of flaw
content in weldments has been very successful, especially in detecting and
evaluation "cold and brittle welds" in steel weldments and shcws promise for
evaluation of inclusions such as porosity in aluminum weldments. Such
techniques involve magnetization of a part and a monitor of inhomogeneities
in the magnetic field by changes in a superimposed alternating magnetic
field by an oscillating coil probe. The depth of and location of defects
are monitored by multiple probes which operate at various frequencies and
Edd_ Current (Continued)
thus various penetration depths. The size of the defect is determined by
the amplitude of the signal.
Eddy Current discontinuity evaluation techniques offer the greatest
potential for an automatic system to detect and monitor porosity in weld-
ment S.
At present, eddy current systems are developed to a specialized
application and no general purpose equi_nent is available. Therefore, eddy
current evaluation of weldments is beyond the scope of this program.
Infrared
Infrared inspection techniques are relatively new to the nondestructive
testing family and as such, have not been fully exploited. Several tech-
niques can be proposed to monitor porosity in aluminum w eldments using
infrared radiation; however, the high thermal conductivity of aluminum
alloys greatly limits the potential for successful applications. One
technique might be to subject one side of a weldment to a known heat pulse
and to monitor the differential temperature increase on the opposite side of
the weldment by a scanning technique. The variation in thermal conductivity
as the heat wave front moves through the material will produce a thermal
gradient at the opposite side of the weldment such that it outlines included
discontinuities, such as _orosity, in much the same manner as a conventional
radiograph. By successively scanning the surface as a function of time, a
series of facsimile recordings can be obtained which correspond to incre-
ments within the material and thus indicate the size, depth and spatial
location of included discontinuities.
A second technique might be a heat follower device which heats the
material from one side and scans the area from the same side. A plan
facsimile recording can be obtained which is similar to a radiograph. Also,
by successive scanning of the surface produces a family of views which
correspond to increments within the material. This technique also indicates
the size, depth and spatial location of included discontinuities._
Infrared techniques are, at present, much less sensitive to small
discontinuities and to discontinuity depth in aluminum weldments than are
radiographic techniques. These shortcomings are due in part to a lack of
sophisticated instrumentation and in part, due to inherent limitations of
method to decrease scanning spot size.
It is doubtful that infrared techniques will ever approach the sensi-
tivity of radiography in aluminum weldments.
Ultrasonic Techniques
Ultrasonic inspection techniques are ideally suited to the detection of
laminar discontinuities. When a non-ideal reflector (flat bottom hole) is
encountered, Judicious analysis is necessary to interpret the indication.
For example, a small s_herical discontinuity will not be detected by pulse
91
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Ultrasonic Techniques (Continued)
echo techniques as incident energy is scattered instead of reflected from
its surface. This limitation has been partially resolved by the use of
focused transducers and by mode conversion techniques. However, problems "n
detecting and characterizing non-laminar discontinuities still remain.
Recent studies at Nartin-Denver 5. have demonstrated feasibility of
determining the depth of porosity in aluminum weldments by ultrasonics, but
much work remains to determine the size and spatial location of porosity.
Development of this capability is beyond the scope of the present program.
Initial studies on the use of "Polaroid" color radiography in another
Martin-Denver program showed sufficient promise to merit its evaluation in
characterizing weld porosity. The unique activation and development
processes of "polaroid" color film provides increased contract in the normal
radiography of some parts. Color radiography does add dimension of hue and
saturation of brightness so that areas of different opacity are oasier to
distinguish; however, conventional radiographs show more sensitivity. An
increased contrast is desirable in radiographs containing porosity and thus
the "polaroid" film was investigated. The sensitivity of the "polaroid
color" w_s found to be too low to be used in porosity evaluation and thus
was discarded.
It is evident that radiographic techniques are the best for present
requirements in characterizing porosity within weldments. This techrLique
will be used in all phases of the program as stated in the laboratory work
plan. This use of radiographic techniques in the current program, however,
does not eliminate other nondestructive techniques which might be developed
to replace or supplement radiography in fUture programs. Indeed, eddy
current technology might be developed for future usage, and its use can be
based on results established by radiography in the current program.
Evaluation and characterization of weld samples was done by normal and
angulation radiographic techniques. These techniques are in line with weld
inspection of space vehicles in current production; thus, the results of
this study program will be immediately applicable to production problems.
The parallax radiograph technique was investigated; however, the rcsults
obtained were essentially the same as obtained by the angle radiograph
technique. The technique for parallax (see Figure 1 ) requires two ex-
posures on the same film. The tube is held perpendicular to the surface of
the weld panel and is moved the same distance to each side of the weld
centerline for each of the two exposures. This technique transposes a shift
image of the defect on the film for each exposure (Figure 2 ). The result-
ant distance between the i_mges are measured to determine the defect plane
depth.
The angulation technique for radiography, was used for defect depth
determination in selected areas. This method requires t_ separate
exposures of the same area. Figure 3 is an illustration of the geometric
principle which produces angulation. The original normal x-ray, is used
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Ult_sontc Techniques (Continued)
for reference to locate the defect. Two lead tape markers are applied in
the area of the defect; one marker is applied 50 the top surface of the
panel, and one marker is applied to the bottom surface of the panel (see
Figure 4). These tapes are located relative to each other and to the weld
itself by measurement from a point common to each (such as center line Of
weld or the edge of the sheet in the case of a weld panel) a reference line
is established on each from the known point. (See Figure 5) A normal
radiograph is made to establish the relationship of the reference lines on
the lead marker tapes to each other and to the weld defect. This technique
eliminates the necessity of having a known fixed distance setting for the
x-ray tube on each angle radiograph.
The anAulation radiograph is then made. The two resultant radiographs
are then developed and evaluated as explained by the following illust_rations
and formulas to determine defect depth.
Method used for determination of defect depth:
I. Determine any difference in top and bottom reference center line.
(standard radiograph)
2. Measure distance from defect to top marker center line (normal
radiograph ).
3. Measure shift iff distance of defect and top reference line to
bottom reference line (angle radiograph). (See Figure 6. )
4. Deduct the difference in reference line centers as found in Step i
from distance of shift to bottom reference line as determined in
Step 3•
. Apply known distances as determined in Steps I through A to
equation and find defect depth. (Note: defect position relative
50 weld center line is determined by measurement on standard x-ray.)
Where X
A =
B =
C =
defect depth from bottom surface of plate
material thickness
reference line shift (actual) distance X = A x C
defect shift distance B
See ill_ration of known and unknown distance relationships.(Figure . )
Figure 42.
__ DefectImages
Figure 43
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Radiograph /-- Angle Radiograph
d Panel
+
X-ray Film
Figure 44
Lead Markers
X-ray Film
Figure 45
Example of marker center line
shift in angle radiograph
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This manual describes the necessary steps to be taken to monitor current,
arc potential, proximity, travel rate and wire feed rate.
ABBREVIATED OPERATING PROCEDURES (Prior to each weld)
i. Waraup recorder (* Sec. A).
2. Turn on proximity power supply (* Sec. B).
3. Start paper at I ma/seo. (*Sec. C).
4. Check zero center (* Sec. D).
5. Stop paper (* Sec. C).
6. Set proximity zero ref point (* Sec. E).
7. Decision on current.
8. Set suppression pot on current channel 2 to correspond to desired
current (_ Seo. B_.
9. Annotate record (give O, 50, lO0_values for each channel).
10. Start paper.
11. Channel Is Attenuator switched from off to '_10" (suppression switch
left in the "in" position).
12. Channel 2: Attenuator switched from off to '_5" (suppression switch
left in the "in" position).
15. Channels 3, 4, and 5: Mode switch from "off" to "use", (suppression
switches left in the "in" position).
14. Start weld.
15. Stop weld.
16. Channels 1 and 2: Attenuator switched to "off".
17. Channels 3, 4, and 5: Mode switch to "off".
18. Stop paper.
19. Repeat all steps for next weld (if next weld i8 to be a second pass,
eliminate step 6).
*Section in Detailed Operation Procedures
_ection in Calibration Procedures
Deta/led Operati_ Proof8
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A. Sanborn Recorder Wars Ups
1. Switch on laster switch at top of rack at least 1/2 hour prior to use.
2. Make sure individual channel power supply s_Itohes are "on".
3. Check paper-drive switch to insure in "off" position.
B. Proximity Transducer Power Supply Warm Up,,
Switch on at least 30 aLtnntes prior to operation or calibration.
(Check power plug from module).
Ce
De
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2. Switch located on conditioning nodule.
3. Turn switch to up or "on" position.
Operation of Chart Controls z
1. To start chart paper:
a. Turn on chart motor switch (located directly above recorder
b. Move ball-bar lever to position below desired paper speed
(l
c. Lift horizontal bar en_a_i_ drive _ear - (paper should move at
desired rate).
2. To stop chart papers
a. Either turn off cbart motor switch or depress horizontal bar.
ROTE' For ease of operation, leave gears _ and start and
stop chart paper with chart motor switch.
Centeri_ Pens on Chart,,
1. Should be accomplished after 1/2 hour warm-up period and then checked
prior to each weld or calibration.
2. For channels 1 and 2"
a. Atten. switches to "off" position.
b. With chart running at 1 MM/seo, aligh each pen with the 50_
(center) position of its chart by adjusting the position control
on the correspondin_ amplifier.
i00
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Centering Pens on Chart - Continued
3. For channels 3, 4, and 5:
a.
b.
Operate mode switch to "off" position.
With chart running at I MM/sec, align each pen with the 50_
center position of its chart by adjusting the posit_on _ntrol
on the corresponding amp!j fier.
Standardizing Model 150-1500 Preamps (Channels I anrA 2 on!y)
I. Allow 1/2 to i hour warmup.
2. Disconnect input cable at preamp connector.
3. Attenuator knob - "off".
4. Zero suppression switch - "in".
5. Zero suppression pot - set at zero.
6.
7.
Suppression range switch - "std".
With the preamp set as in steps 3 - 6 above, adjust the "position"
control until the j_en is aligned with the center of chart.
8. Turn attenuator knob from "off" to "std".
9. If necessary, adjust the "standard" control until the pon is aligned
with the center of the chart.
I0. Return attenuator knob to "off" (the pen should remain at the ceI_ter
of the chart).
ii. Return suppression range switch to "+i00 my" position.
12. Reset zero suppression pot to desired value and leave the zero
suppression switch at the "in" position. The preamp is now ready for
operation.
I. Check centering of pen (step D above).
2. Mode switch - '_se".
3. Suppression switch - "in".
4. Suppression pot set at "i00,.
F. Setting Proximity Zero Reference Point
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F. Setting Pxwad_ty Zero Refere_e Point - Continned
5. Set torch position spacing bar on the surfaee on the panel to be
velded.
0 Vith the electrode loose or removed, move the torah deun until eup
rests em top of toroh position spacing bar. (__e torch pooition in
reopeot to Its mounting braoket should be mktntained apDroxi_tel_
the m for eaoh veld to insure _ displa_maent range of the
_ty transducer.
7. V1th the map located as in otep 6, lover the electrode until it mku
oontaet with the top of the panel and tighten in thio position.
o With the toreh and tungsten positioned as in step8 6 and 7, set thi8
sero reference to the deeired position on the ohart by adJuating the
suppresoion pot fr_ the "100" preli_nax7 setting.
o Jog "up N the torch and ='move torch pootttoning elC_Lo:l,.l_ bar. All
vertieal p_lttoning of the eleotrode should be aeocmplished with the
Jog buttons. (If the electrode is removed or the torch position
ohanged with the smmaal knob, steps 1 - 8 should be repeated prior to
weleU . )
0
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Calibration Procedures
A. Channel 1 Arc Voltage
1. Standardize the preamp as described in section "E" of the Operating
Procedure.
.
.
.
.
6.
o
.
o
10.
11.
Separate the voltage pickup lead at the bannana Jack connector near
torch and connect male section of connector to black bannana Jack
binding poet on voltage calibration box.
With a suitable lead, connect the red binding post on the calibration
box to the frame work of the fixture.
Adjust the zero-center position of recorder channel No. 1 as described
in section "D" of the Operating Procedure.
Turn power switch on the voltage calibration box to the "on" position.
Set the selector switch on the voltage calibration box to the 50_
position (this injects a voltage of 12.5 volts into channel 1).
With the chart running and with attenuator knob turned to the "XlO"
position, adjust the suppression pot until pen aligns with the 50_
line on the chart (suppression pot reading should be 125 but may
vary slightly from this if some components of the system are changed).
Set the selector switch on the voltage calibration box to the 90_
position (this injects a voltage of 14.5 volts into channel 1).
Adjust the sensitivity pot until the pen aligns with the 90_ line on
the chart.
If the sensitivity pot setting is cha_ed appreciably, repeat steps
5 through 8 to eliminate the effects on interaction between the
sensitivity pot and the suppression pot.
Set the selector switch on the voltage calibration box to the 10%
position (this injects a voltage of 10.5 volts into channel 1) with
this voltage, the recorder pen should align with the 10%line. (If
not repeat steps 5 through 9 or perform system linearity check.)
@
A. Channel 1 Arc Voltage - Continued
12. For linearity check inject following voltages and observe the
correspondin_ pen positions on the chart:
Injected Pen.
¥oltage Position
10.5 10_ (right of center)
n.o 20%
.II.5
12.0 40_
12.5 50% (center of chart)
13.o 60%
13.5 70%
14.o so%
14-5 90_ Cleft of center)
The pen positions should agree with the above chart values for
linear operation.
13. Repatch the voltage pickup cable and turn attenuator knob on recorder
to "off" position. Turn power switch "off" on voltage calibration
box.
NOTE: Due to deteriation of mercury cell batteries, OUtlmt of the
voltage calibration box should be monitored periodically with
an accurate meter to insure the accuracy of the values.
Correction is accomplished by adjusting the pot located next
to the power switch. The pot should be adjusted with the
calibration box in the lO%or lO.5OOvolt position.
B. Channel 2 Arc Current
1. Standardize the preamp as described in section "E" of the Operating
Procedure.
2. Connect the Rubicon pot box at input to signal condition module
channel 2.
3- Set the output of the pot box for 18.00millivolts (which corresponds
to 180 amps through the shunt).
io_
B. Channel 2 Arc Current - Continued
4. Adjust the zero-center position of recorder channel no. 2 as des-
cribed in section "D" of the Operating Procedure.
. With the chart running and with the attenuator knob turned to the
"X5" position, adjust the suppression pot until pen aligns with the
50% line on the chart (suppression pot reading should be 180 but
may vary slightly when some component of the system is changed. If
suppression pot reading does not agree with the corresponding values
from the table of Figure _ all the values of the suppression pot
setting column of the table should be cheoked).
6. Set the output of the pot box to 20.00 MV (which corresponds to 200
asps through the shunt).
7. Adjust the sensitivity pot until the pen aligns with the 90% line.
e If the sensitivity pot setting is changed appreciably, repeat steps
3 through 6 to eliminate the effects of interaction between sensitivity
pot and the suppression pot.
. Set the output of the pot box to 16.00 MV (which corresponds to shunt
ourr_t of ]60 amps). With this input to recorder, the pen should
ali_ with the 10% line on the chart. (If not, repeat steps 3 through
7 or perform system linearity check.)
10. To check above calibration at the 380A range, set the suppression
pot at 380 and inject the following millivolt input and check the
chart values:
Millivolt Corresponding Chart
Input Current thru Shunt Reading
38.00 380 asps 50% (adJ suppression
pot)*
40.00 400 asps 90_ (should be OK)
36.00 360 asps 10% (should be OK)
*If the value on the pot does not agree with the value from the
table of Figure A, all of the values of the suppression pot
settingcoluanof the table should be checked.
B@ Channel 2 Arc Current - Continued
11.
lo5
For a linearity check at the 180 amp region, inject the following
millivolt signals from the pot box and observe the corresponding pen
positions on the charts
Injected Corresponding Chart
Signal Current Reading
15.5o xv 155 Amp, 0%
16.oo ]w ]60 _ lo_
z6.50 Mv z65 _a_ _g
17.oo My 17o A=_ 3o_
17.5o MY 175 A,,ps
18.oo My 18o maps 5o_
z8.5o MY 185 A,,,_ 6o_
19.oo My 19o A_p, 70_
19.5o mr 195 maps 80_
20.0o _ 2oo Aam 9o_
2o.5omr 205 _mps zoo_
To be within the specifications of the Sanborn recorder
steps should be linear except the O_ and i00_ steps.
system, all
lO6
FIGURE 49
Suppression Pot Setting for Desired Current
AMPS
(Center of Scale)
0
40
6o
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
14o
15o
16o
17o
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
_00
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
MILLIVOLTS
(Fro,,Shunt)
o
4.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.oo
lO.O0
11.00
12.00
13.oo
14.00
15.o0
16.oo
17.o0
18.00
19.oo
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
24.00
25.00
26.oo
2?.00
28.O0
29.00
50.00
31.oo
32.00
33.00
34.00
35.00
36.00
3?.OO
38.00
39.00
40.00
SgPPRESSION
POT SETTING
0
40
60
70
so
90
I00
110
120
130
140
15o
16o
17o
180
191
201
211
221
231
241
251
261
271
281
291
301
311
321
331
351
362
372
382
392
402
C. Channel 3 Travel Rate
I@
e
e
1o7
.
.
Periodically, values of travel speed setting vs. actual travel speed
should be taken by measuring the distance traveled for some measured
period of time for each travel speed setting. These values should be
compared to the aurve of Figure _O. A_7 change of elope of this curve
should require a readjultment of pot 151 of the Sciak_ machine.
@
Also, values of travel speed settings vs. analog voltage output should
be taken and compared with the curve of Figure 51. Any change in slope
is not an iidieation of trouble and can be compensated for when cali-
brating system. A_ large change of linearity indicates trouble with
the Sciak_ machine.
With the Sciak_ torch traveling at a value corresponding to the 50_
chart position (see Figure _ and the recorder set for operating
conditions, the suppression pot is adjusted until the pen aligns with
the 50% line of the channel 4 chart position. The value of the sup-
pression pot setting should a_-ee with that of Figure 52.
Set the travel rate on the machine 4 inches/sin above that of step
1_o. 3. With this rate, adjust the sensitivity pot until the pen
aligns with the 90_ line on the chart.
If the sensitivity pot setting is changed appreciably, repeat steps
3 and 4 to eliminate the effects of the interaction between the
sensitivity pot and the suppression pot.
Set the travel rate on the machine at a value 4 inches/sin below that
of step No. 3. The pen should align with the 10_ line on the chart
(if not, repeat steps 3 through 5 or perform system linearity check).
For a linearity check at the 15 inch/minute region, set suppression
pot from the table of Figure _and set the travel rate at the followAng
values and observe the corresponding pen positions on the chart=
Set Travel Rate Chart Reading
I0 in_min
n in/ 
12in/sin
13in/.mi.
17 in/sin 70_
18 in/min 80_
19in/ 90#
20 in/sin 100%
NOTE= To be within the specifications of the Sanborn recorder, all
steps should be linear except the O_and lO0_steps.
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FIGURE 52
Suppression Pot Settings for Desired Travel Rate
SUPPRESSION
DESIRED RATE
o- 5n_
0 - I0 IPM
5 - 15 IPM
10 . 20 IPM
15 - 25 IPM
20 - 30 IPM
25 - 35 IPM
30 - 40 I_
CHART 50% SEITING POT VALUE CHART _0_ SETTING
0 IPM 0 4 IPM
5 IPM 42.5 9 IPM
lO IPM 87.0 14 IPM
15 IPM 129.0 19 IPM
20 IPM 172.0 24 IPM
25 IPM 214.0 29 IPM
50 IPM 257.0 34 IPM
55 IPM 229.0 39 IPM
CHART 10%
SETTING
_m
1 IPM
6 IPM
Ii IFM
16 II'M
21 IPM
26 I!;M
31 I?M
11i '
@ D. Channel 4 Wire Feed Rate
l@ Values of wire feed settings vs. actual feed should be taken period-
ically to insure validity of the curve of Figure _e These values
can be obtained by measuring the length of a sample aocusnxlated by
running the wire feed at a set rate for a timed period. An_ variation
in the slope of this curve should require a readjustment of pot 151
in the wire feed drawer of the Sciaky ._chine. This pot should be
adjusted until the wire feed setting equals the actual feed rate at
40 inches/rain.
. Values of wire feed setting vs. analog output should be checked and
compared with the curve of Figure _. Any change of slope of this
curve can be compensated for by the system cal preceding a weld test.
AD_ large change of linearity indicates trouble with the Sciaky
_chine.
3. With the wire feeding at a rate corresponding to the 50% chart position
(see Figure_) and the recorder set for operating conditions, the
suppression pot is adjusted until the pen aligns with the 50% line of
channel 5 chart position. The value of the suppression pot setting
should agree with that of Figure 35-
4. With the wire feeding at a rate 4 in/nLin above that of step No. 3,
adjust the sensitivity pot until the pen aligns with the 90% line on
the chart.
.
If the sensitivity pot setting is changed appreciably, repeat steps 3
and 4 to elisLinate the effects of the interaction between the sensi-
tivity pot and the suppression pot.
.
Set the wire feed rate at a value 4 in/rain below that of step 3- The
pen should align with the i0% line of the chart (if not repeat steps
3 through 5 or perform system linearity check).
.
For a linearity check at the 30 in/minute region, set the suppression
pot from the table of Figure G and set the wire feed rate at the
following values and observe the corresponding pen positions on the
chart :
Set Wire Feed Rate Chart Reading
in/ o%
26 in/m n lO%
27 2o%
28 in/.in
29 in/!_Lu 40%
30 in/. 
3l 60%
32 in/,,,",, 7o%_
eo%33 in/min
loo 35
To be within specifications of the Sanbo_ recorder, all steps
should be linear except the 0% and 100_ steps.
NOTE,
36.0
.3&.O
32.0
30.0
28.0
26.0
._. 24.0
22.00
18.0
16.0
IA.O
12.0
i0.0
8.0
6.0
A.O
2.0
0
F" 18.0 .....
17,0
16.0
15.0
113
IA.O
13,0
12.0
_ ].I.0
i0.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5,0
&.O
3.0
2.0
140
0
4.0
wze_FEEDsm'r_ (m _.hcm.)
_.0 12.0 20.0 2_.0 2s.o 32.0 3_;.0_.0 _.0
FIo_ _- _ ou'rPo'rvs._ FEEDsm'r_o
FOR SCIAKY WEI_IN{} MACII]3TE
]14
FIG[mE 55
Suppression Pot Settings For Desired Wire Feed Rate
D_q IRED RANGE
0 - IPM
O - 10 IPM
5 - 15 IPM
lO - 20 IPM
15 - 25 IPM
20 - 30 IPM
25 - 55 IPM
50 - 40 IPM
55 - 45 IPM
cmu_ 50% S_PRESSION C_AR_9o%
SETTING POT VALUE SETTING
0 IPM 0 4 IPM
5 IPM 21 9 IPM
iO IPM 45 14 IPM
15 IPM 65 19 IPM
20 IPM 86 24 IPM
25 IPM 107 29 IPM
50 IPM 128 54 IPM
55 IPM 150 59 IPM
40 IPM 171 44 IPM
CHART 10%
SETTING
I IPM
6 IPM
ii IPM
16 IPM
21 IPM
26 IPM
51 IPM
36 IPM @
n5
E. Channel 5 Proxiaitl
1. The excitation power supply for the proximity transducer should be
set at 6.00 volts.
2. Center the pen for channel 3 of the recorder using the procedure of
step D of the Detailed Operating Procedures.
!
l
I
l
e
.
Locate the torch above the zero reference (0.250) section of the
proximity calibration plate.
With the tungsten electrode removed and with the torch position
spacing bar setting on the zero reference section of the calibration
plate, lower the _orch until the cup rests on the torch position
spacing bar (as in step 6 of Detailed Operating Procedure F).
e With the torch located as in step 4 above, turn mode switch to "use"
and adjust the suppression pot until the pen aligns with the 50_
line of channel 3.
6. Remove the spacing bar by raising the torch with the jog buttons.
.
NOTE, Once the zero reference has been set on the recorder, as in
step 5 above, all torch movements should he accomplished with
the electrical torch positioning system, BDT with the manual
_orch adjustment knob.
Lower the torch until the pen aligns with the 50_position of
channel 5-
. Without moving the welding head vertically, the welding head is now
moved horizontally until the transducer follower rod is at the
+0.040 position on the proximity calibration plate. The sensitivity
pot for channel 5 is adjusted, if necessary, until the pen aligns
with the 90_line of channel 3.
. If the sensitivity pot setting is changed appreciably, repeat steps
3 and 4 to eliminate the effects of interaction between the sensi-
tivity pot and the suppression pot.
I0. With the welding head in the vertical position of step 7, the head is
moved horizontally until the transducer follower rod is a@ the -0.040
position. Under these conditions, the pen should align with the 10_
line of channel 3. (If not, repeat steps 3 through 8).
11. If the zero reference is to be located at some point other than the
center of the chart, repeat steps 2 through 4. Then with the torch
located as in step 4, adjust the suppression pot until the pen aligns
with the desired location on the chart.
116
Re Channel 5 Proximit_ - Continued
12. For a linearity check with the zero reference located at the centar
of the chart:
a. Repeat steps 2 through 7.
b. Attach a dial indicator to the torch holding clamp and set
indicator to read "zero" at this torch position.
c. By using the jog buttons, position the welding head to the
following values and observe the corresponding pen positions on
the chart,
Dial Indicator Settings Chart Reading
-0.050 o_
-o.o_o z0%
-o.o3o 2o_
-0.020 30_
-o.ozo 4.o_
o.ooo 50%
+O.OlO 6o_
+o.o2o 70%
+o.o3o e0%
+o.o4o 90%
+o.o5o zo0%
.o_, (l)
(2)
Negative values indicate head below displacement
corresponding to 50% chart position.
To be within the specifications of the Sanborn
recorder, all steps should be linear except the 0%
and iO0_ steps.
117
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0
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EXHIBIT FOUR
120
Equipme_
NaJor equipment items used in this program are as listed:
I. Sciaky Zero Error Welding Unit (side beam, power supply console,
welding head).
e Sciaky Precision Minature Fusion Welding Equipment Package, F_del
FCVH-A2A2-_TIP 6, furnished to Universal "Skate" Welding Equipment
Specification P.E. _I1659-010.
3' Airco HMH-E Automatic Heli-Weld Head with Model MSO-E Machine Holder,
EQ519578-I.
&. Vickers "&00" Control Arc DC Welder with Slope Controller Model
51E30-2, E0390/_5.
5. Sanborn Series 150 Recorder, Six Channel, 200Z Units. Singnal Con-
ditioning necessary for proper range, resolutions and protection.
6. Alnor Dew Point Tester.
The Airco Automatic" Heliweld Unit was used for most of the preliminary
test work. In the preparation of the Statistical Weld Panels for evaluation
the Sciaky equipment was used. The 600 amp, lO0 percent duty cycle features
of this equipment was required to weld the 3/_ inch thick stock.
Phctographs of the weld equipment used follow :
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EXHIBIT FIVE
TEST BAR CONFIGURATION
I. Parent Metal
2. Transverse Weld
3. Longitudinal Weld
&. Weld Fatigue
5. Weld Panel Data Sheet
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MARTIN- DENVER
ENGINEERING LABORATORY STANDARDS
LAB-0206079 (_-A,_)TESTSPECIMENS
LAB-O206OBO _WCL_ ,, ,,
LAB-0206081 (_EDw_u_, ,,
t
7.75 "J:.25
._2.31 t:.030
94:1:.060
STOCK
SIZE
_.I
I
fl
I -i_' 1.16"J:.030
÷_WELD DETAIL
-i-I÷A .o,o
t--B .o6oi
!
J
2.72 + .030
tl,
.750
±.015
I C .005 TIR Ii
I
MACHINE OFF WELD BEADS WITHIN
.005 OF PARENT METAL
SHAVED WELD DETAIL
GRAIN
DET NO. "T " DIRE_TION MATERIAL
•750 L Stock Width 1-1/2,
Reduced Width .750
GRAIN
DIET, NO. " T " DIRECTIO_I MATERIAL
MATII_IALS AI_) HAI_)UNG: ALL MATaclALS POR SI_CIM/INS (ORIGINAL AND REPLACEMENT) WILL BE SUP_ BY THE RacPONSIBLZ ENGINEER
ONLy. DUPING TRANSPORTATION AND FABRICATION. THE MATI_q/AL WILL SB HANDI,ED IN SUCH A MANNER THAT THE PHYSICAL
CHARACTacIST1CS WILL NOT BE ALTSRIID. (AVOID SCRATCI_NG, DENTING, BENDING, STRAIGHTBI_qNG).
FABRICATION, (&) SUP.PACE PII_SH OF THE MACHINED TacT SECTION MUST SB BZTTI_ THAN THE SL_.IFACES OF THE PARENT MAT&q/At,.
(b) EXCaCSIVE BURRS OCCURING DURING MILLING OPI!P.ATIONS MUST BE AVOIDED. IF THE CONDITION CANNOT BE ELIMINATED,
SPIECIMI_NS WILL 8E WET GROUND TO FINIS_ SIZe (c) Ub_)E_CUTTING WILL BE AVOIDED IN THE TaCT SECTION. WIDTH AT
RADII TANGENT POINTS MUST BE Gt_ATI_ THAN CEN'II_ OF TaCT SICT1ON, (d) BUP,2S WILL BE P,I_MOVED PROM THE HOLDING SECTIONS,
BUT WILL NOT BE I_MOVED PROM THE TtmT SECTION, (e) HOLDING DIW1Cac MUST NOT F_ANENTLY DIEPORM THE MATllRIAL IN ANY
MANNER,
Figure60-- Parent Metal Configuration
I
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0'_O_o_
000
CD(D --_
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MARTIN-DENVER
ENGINEERING LABORATORY STANDARDS
LAB-0206095 (WELD)TESTSPECIMENS
LAB- 0206096(S"AVEOWEL_TESTSPECIMENS
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8.oo±.o3o
7 r 4.00
__[ I.O0 +.050
I
J
I
MACHINE OFF WELD BEADS
WITHIN .005 OF PARENT METAL
SHAVED WELD DETAIL
DET.NO_ "T" GRAINDiRECTIO_ MATERIAL
L As Shown
.2_o
.75o L L=I2 ", W=I-I/2"
DET.NO. "T" GRAINDIRECTION MATERIAL
2.
MATERIALS Abe) HAI_LING: ALL MATERIALS FOR SREC1MENS (ORIGINAL Ah_D REIR,ACEMENT) WILL BE SU_ BY THE RESPONSIBLE ENGINE_
O_Y. DURING TRANSPORTATION AND FABRICATION, THE MATERIAL WILL BE HANDLED IN SUCH A IVL_NNI_ THAT THE PHYSICAL
CHAP.ACTERJ_TICS WI I J- NOT BE ALTERED. (AVOID SCRATCHING, DENTING, BENDING, STRAIGHTENING_..
FABRICATION: (a) SURFACE FINISH OF THE MACHINED TEST SECTION MUST BE SETTLER THAN _ SURFACES OF THE PARENT MATIn_AL,
(b) EXCESSIVE BURRS OCCURING DI_JNG MILLING OFEP_ATIONS MUST BE AVOIDED. IF THE CONDITION CANNOT BE ELIMINATED
SRECIk4_NS WILL BE WET GROUND TO FII_SHED SIZE. (c) UNDERCUTTING WILL BE AVOIDED IN THE TEST SECTION, WIDTH AT RADII
TANGENT POINTS MUST BE GREATER THAN CENTER OF TEST SECTION, (d) BURRS WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE HOLDING SECTIONS,
BUT WILL NOT BE REMOVED FROM THE T£ST SECTION, (e) HOLDING DEVICES MUST NOT RERMAh_ENTLY DEFORM THE MATERIAL IN
ANY MANNER.
Figure6l-- Transverse Weld Configuration.
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MARTIN- DENVER
ENGINEERING LABORATORY STANDARDS
LAB-0206099 FATIGUE SPECIMEN (wE o)
j= 6.00
' / .2oo--I-- A.oo,l
_'.32, o,A.T_'P7°'
I:-- B. 030
62
TYR
IXT. "T" gRAIN MATERIAL
1/4"
3/4"
DET. "T" MATERIAL
MATIaRIALS AND HANDLING: ALL MATERIALS FOR SPECIMENS (ORIGINAL AND REPLACEMENT)
WILL BE SUPPIJED BY THE RESPOHSIBLE ENGINEER ONLY. DUPING TRANSPORTATION AND
FABRICATION. THE MATEIUAL WILL BE HANDIYn IN SUCH A MANh_R THAT THE PHYSICAL
r'HARA(:TERISTICS WILL NOT BE AL'_EKED. (AVOID SCRATCHING, DENTING. BENDING.
STRAI(,HTENING),
FABRK;A'I'ION, (a) SURFACE FINISH OF THE MACHINED ,Yg6T SECTION MUST BE BETTER THAN
THE SURFACE OF THE PARENT MATI[PJ[AL, (b) EX_IVE BI.II_ OCCURING DURING MILLING
OFI[RAI'ION_; MUST fie AVOIDI_), IF THE CONDITION CANNOT BE ELIMINATID SPRCIMENS
WILL BE WEI" GROUND "ro FINISHED SIZE, (c) UNDERCUTTING WILL BE AVOIDI[D IN Till[ TIlT
SECI'ION. WIDTH A'I* RADII TAH(iENT MUST BE GREATER THAN CENTER OF TEST SECllON.
(d) gURRS WILL BE RIDAOVED PROM THE HOLDING SECTIONS. BUT WILL NOT BE REMOVED
PROM THE TEST SECTION. (e) HOLDING DEYlCleX MUST NOT PERMANENTLY _ THE
MATI[IRXAL IN ANY MANNI[E.
-Weld Fatigye Configuration
Y ..J
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Figure 6_- Weld Panel Data Sheet
oEXHIBIT SIX
POROSITY IN ALUMINUM ALLOY WELDS
LITERATURE SURVEY
POROSITYIN ALUMINUM ALLOY WELDS
This bibliography concerns porosity induced into aluminum alloys by
welding. Included are articles pertaining to the cause and prevention,
detection, and classification of porosity. Discussions about strength of
welds and welding procedures were also cited. Aluminum alloys, part-
icularly 2014 and 2219 were of most interest, but information relating to
porosity in aluminum was incorporated whenever it appeared to be applicable.
Literature was searched from 1959 to the present. Sources used in th_
search include the following:
ASM REVIEW OF METAL LITERATURE 1959 - July 1964
APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS 1959 - Aug 1964
CH_4ICAL ABSTRACTS 1959 - Aug 31, 1964
_GINEERING ABSTRACTS 1959 - Aug 1964
INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE ABSTRACTS 1961 - Aug 15, 1964
JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF METALS 1959 - Aug 1964
Research Library Book Catalog
Research Library REPORT INDEX 1955 - July 1964
SCI_TIFIC AND TECHNICAL AEROSPACE REPORTS 1961 - Aug 15, 1964
TECHNICAL ABSTRACTS BULLETIN 1959 - Sept 1, 1964
U.S.S.R. ABSTRACTS OF METALLURGY. PART A.
U.S.S.R. ABSTRACTS OF METALLURGY. PART B.
1961
THE SCIENCE OF METALS 1961
THE TECHNOLOGY OF METALS
One hundred forty-five items are included, of which more than fifty
percent are American. In foreign literature British and Russian publica-
tions appear most frequently. The bulk of the material is found in peri-
odical articles. Some welding handbooks touch upon aluminum porosity, but
since this information is generally quite elementary, few of these are
included.
Entries are grouped by the country from which they originated.
American
English and Canadian
French
POROSITY IN ALUMINUM ALLOY _ELDS
This bibliography, requested by E. J. Rupert, concerns porosity in-
duced into aluminum alloys by welding. Included are articles pertaining to
the cause and prevention, detection, and classification of porosity. Dis-
cussions about strength of welds and welding procedures were also cited.
Aluminum alloys, particularly 2014 and 2219 were of most interest, but in-
formation relating to porosity in aluminum was incorporated whenever it
appeared to be applicable.
Literature was searched from 1959 to the present. Sources used in the
search include the following:
ASM REVIEW OF I,_AL LITERATURE 1959 - July 1964
APPLIED MECHANICS P_VIEW"S 1959 - Aug 1964
CH]_ICAL ABSTRACTS 1959 - Aug 31, 1964
k_GINEERING ABSTRACTS 1959 - Aug 1964
INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE ABSTRACTS 1961 - Aug 15, 1964
JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF F_TALS 1959 - Aug 1964
Research Library Book Catalog
Research Library RE_ORT I]_DEX 1955 - July 1964
SCIENTIFIC AND TEC-KNICAL AEROSPACE P_ORTS 1961 - Aug 15, 1964
TECHNICAL ABSTRACTS BULLZ_fIN 1959 - Sept l, 1964
U.S.S.R. ABSTRACTS OF I,_TALLUIRf_Y.PA!RTK.
U.S.S.R. ABSTRACTS 09"METALLURGY. PART B.
1961
THE SCIENCE OF _TALS 1961
T_LKETECHNOLOGY OF _[ETALS
One hundred forty-five items are included, of which more than fifty
percent are American. In foreign literature British and Russian publica-
tions appear most frequently. The bulk of the material is found in peri-
odical articles. Some welding handbooks touch upon aluminum porosity, but
since this information is generally quite elementary, few of these are
included.
Entries are grouped by the country from which they originated.
American
English and Canadian
French
155
German
Russian
Miscellaneous
Citations are arranged alphabetically by periodical title, corpcrate
author, and, in the case of books and symposia, by author or editor.
Subontries are chronological beginning with the latest item. Periodicals
a_ailable in the Research Library are marked with an asterisk (*). Re,ports
are indicated by the inclusion of Research Library (RL) numbers. AD
numbers are given for Defense Documentation Center materials. Library of
Congress numbers follow citations for books which may be found in the
Library.
Only Research Library resources were searched. Most of the pertinent
information on the subject appeared during and after 1962. Interest
appears to be oontinuing and growing, however, and each year the number of
items appearing in indexes increases.
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AMERICAN
Aberdeen Proving Ground. ENGINEERING DESIGN TEST ON BALLISTIC EVALUATION
OF HEAT-TREATABLE ALUMINUM ALLOY 2219 WELD_NTS (U). R. W. Scudder
& C. D. Tucker. Dec 1962 (DPS-744) Confidential. (AD 553 400)
Aeronautical Naterials Laboratory. A STUDY OF THE RESISTANCE AND FUSION
WELDING CHARACTERISTICS OF X2219 ALUMINUM ALLOY. E. F. Deesing.
Feb ii, 1960. 14 p. (NAMC-AML-AE llO9) Unclassified. (AD 255 518)
Aluminum Alloy X2219 was tested and evaluated with respect to weld-
ability by fusion and resistance methods. X2219 and X2319 aluminum
alloys were used as fillers. Results are reported.
Aeronautical Materials Laboratory. EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF X20_O
HIGH T_PERATURE ALUMINUM ALLOY. E. F. Deesing & S. J. Ketcham.
Apr 9, 1959. (NAMC-ANI-A_ 4195, pt. 2) Unclassified. (AD 217 102)
Resistance welding and fusion welding tests were made. Resistance
welding was found to be feasible, and easy to accomplish. Results
of the tests are discussed.
Aeroprojects, Inc. DEVELOPmeNT OF ULTRASONIC WELDING WITH _'2RASIS ON
PRODUCING HEI_ETIC SEALS. Final Summar_ Report. J. B. Jones, et al.
Sept 1963. 106 p. (RR-61-99) Unclassified. (AD 600 597)
Aluminum alloy 2014-T6 was tested. Weld strengths achieved were up
to 95% of the parent metal strength.
Aeroprojects, Inc. FURTHEE DEVELOPmeNTS IN ULTRASONIC WELDING OF STRUC-
TURAL ALUMINUM ALLOYS. Final Report. Oct 1958. 66 p. (Report No.
PaR 58-35) Unclassified. (RL 41 817) (AD 213 121)
Concerns welding of 2024-T3 Alclad aluminum alloy. Test results are
discussed.
Aerospace Technical Intelligence Center. ELECTRIC ARC WELDING OF ALUMI_JM
(ELEKTRODUGOVAYA SVARKA ALYUMINIYA). Ya. L. Klyachkin. Apr 25, 1961.
87 p. (Translation No. MCL-813, p. 5-8+) Unclassified. (AD 260 685)
Includes detailed information concerning automatic arc welding of
aluminum.
Aerospace Technical Intelligence Center. _LDING OF LIGHT N_TALS AND THEIR
ALLOYS (Selected Pages from Chapter IV). G. A. Pukhov. Jan 50, 1961.
Ii p. (Translation No. MCL-S12 of SVARKA LEGKIKH HETALLOV I IKH
SPLAVOV, Moscow, 1959, p. 82-85+) Unclassified. (AD 258 829)
Alcoa Research Laboratories. _ELDABLE HIGH STRENGTH ALUMIIWJM ALLOYS.
Literature Survey. _4. G. Fricke, eta]. Aug 20, 1965. 90 p.
(NASA CR-52572) Unclassified.
I)8
Review of published information on the properties and characteristics
of high-strength aluminum alloys.
Aluminum Company of America. STRENGTH OF WELDED PANELS OF 2014 AND 2219
S[_T AS DETEI_IINED BY TENSION AND BULGE TESTS. R.A. Kelsey.
June 6, 1961. 16 p. (Report No. 12-61-37) Unclassified. (AD 269
798)
Crack propagation factor was investigated.
Aluminum Company of America. DESIGN Mh_HODS FOR WELDED ALUMINUM STRUCTURES.
R. J. Brungraber & J. W. Clark. Sept 24, 1959. (Report No. 12-59-22)
Unclassified. (AD 226 326)
Alloys 5456-H 321 and 6061-T6 were tested. Design rules for welded
aluminum structures are proposed. Research at this stage was not
complete, so that only a partial picture is presented.
aluminum Company of America. CHARTS SHOWING STRENGTH AND DUCTILITY OF BUTT
AND FILLET WELDS IN ALUMINUM ALLOY PLATE. F. G. Nelson. July 17,
1958. 23 p. (Report No. 9-58-12) Unclassified. (AD 228 lOO)
Aluminum Company of America. WELDING CHARACTERISTICS OF X2219 ALLOY. M.
W. Brennecke. May 15, 1958. 19 p. (Report No. 2-58-iia) Unclas-
sified. (AD 210 000)
Aluminum alloys 2014 and X2219 are treated. Welds, methods of welding
and weld defects are considered.
Aluminum Company of America. WELDING ALCOA ALUMINUM. Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania. Aluminum Company of America, 1954. 176 p. (TS 227 A471w)
Armour Research Foundation. IN2RO'C2_ENT OF QUALITY OF ARC WELDS IN ALUMINUM
ALLOYS BY APPLICATION OF SONIC VIBRATIONS OR ELECTROMAGNETIC STIRRING.
Final Report. D. C. Brown, et al. Aug 21, 1961. 85 p. (ARF 2202-14)
Unclassified. (RL 58 646) (AD 278 122)
Investigation of the effects of electromagnetic stirring and sonic
vibration on weld porosity, microstructure, physical properties and
weld shape.
Battelle Memorial Institute. _TALS JOINING. Review of Recent Developments.
Nov 29, 1965. 5 P. Unclassified.
Contains a discussion of the welding properties of aluminum alloys
2014-T6 and 2024-T86.
Bell Aerosystems Company. FUSION WELDING OF 2014 ALUMINUM ALLOY. W.L.
Burch. June 1962. 25 p. (BLR 61-41 (M) R_v A)_ Unclassified.
(AD 284 458)
Strength of welds was tested. Results of the tests are reported.
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Budd Company Materials Research Laboratory. DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATIC
QUALITY CONTROL FOR RESISTANCE WELDS IN ALUMINUM ALLOYS. PHASE I.
A STUDY OF THE CHANGE IN WELD ZONE RESISTANCE IN SPOT WELDING
ALUMINUM ALLOYS. R. P. B_rlebaus. Feb 20, 1962. 209 p. Unclas-
sified.
Aluminum alloys 2014, 2024, 5052, 5086, 5456 and 7050 were tested.
Results of the tests are reported and discussed.
Detroit Arsenal. WELDING HEAT-TREATABLE ALUMINUM. Final Report. M.J.
Coen. July 27, 1962. 12 p. (Report No. 7278) Unclassified.
(AD281918L)
Douglas Aircraft Company. AUTOMATIC D.C. TIG WELDING SATURN S-IVB FITTINGS.
J. Haryung & R. S. Wroth. Feb ii, 1964. 18 p. (Report No. SM_44652)
Unclassified. (AD 437 109)
Welding tests were performed both in the laboratory and in the shop.
Results indicate that the D.C. TIG process eliminated many difficul-
ties encountered in manual MIG welding processes.
European Atomic Energy Community. ELECTRON BFJ_M WELDING OF SINTERED
ALUMINUM. M. Meulemans, et al. Oct 1962. 22 p. (EUR-59.e) Un-
classified. (Available from Belgian American Bank and Trust Company,
New York, account No. 121.86:50 Belg. Fr.)
Normal sintered aluminum products have a high gas content which limits
possibilities of welding by electron beam bombardment: I. ionization,
and 2. metallic projections. Consequently, porosity has occurred in
the welding zone. Quality of test welds is discussed.
Everett, D. H. PHOBLE_ IN THE INVESTIGATION OF POROSITY BY ADSORPTION
_-THODS. Proceedings of the Symposium of the Colston Research
Society, v. lO, p. 95-141.
A general article concerning porosity.
Genera/ American Transportation Uorporation, MRD Division. FEASIBILITY OF
WELDING COMBAT VEHICLES BY THE RESISTANCE FLASH WELDING PROCESS.
Final Report. L. M. Manna & T. F. Koch. June I, 1964. 248 p.
(MR-II99) Unclassified. (AD 602 874)
Aluminum alloys 2219-T87, 6061-T6, and 7059-T6 were used in the study.
Results of the tests are reported.
Goodyear Afrcraft Corporation. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOS SPOT AND SFAMWELD-
ISG ON ALUMINUM ALLOYS. Final Engineering Report. Mar 1958. 450 p.
(Report No. GER-8353) (_MC TR-58-7-262) Unclass led.
Aluminum alloys 2014, 6061 and X7178 were tested. Lngle spot, roll
spot and seam welds were made. Strength of the wela3 were tested.
14o
Illinois Institute of Technology. DEVELOPMENTOFWEAVEBEADTECHNIQUESFOR
MULTIPASSVEI_ICALMIG WELDINGOFALUMINUMALLOYS. Final Report.
J. F. Rudy. Aug 6, 1963. 87 p. (NASACR-55902) (IITRI-B 243-13)
Unclassified.
Development of a machine controlled wide-weave technique for perform-
ing vertical-up welds in thick aluminum plates.
"Porosity Is a Beneficial Factor in New Cellular Metals". IRON AGE METAL-
WORKING INTERNATIONAL, v. l, Apt 1962, p. 14-15.
Potential uses are discussed. Compressive yield strength and thermal
properties of cellular aluminum alloy, copper and nickel produced by
foaming and le_chin4_ are considered.
Joint Publications Research Service.
Nazarov, et al. June 18, 1963.
Unclassified.
TRANSLATIONS ON WELDING. S.T.
22 p. (JPRS-19715) (0TS-63-22058)
Discussion of the sensitivity of the X-ray method of controlling
aluminum, titanium, and steel using electronic image translators.
Kaiser Aluminum. THE WELDING OF BALLISTIC H-PLATES FROM 1-1/4 INCH THICK
5085 and 5086 ALLOYS. A. R. Pfluger & M. B. Kasen. Phase Report No.
5. Sept 12, 1960. 105 p. (Interim Project Report No. MS PR 60-67)
Unclassified. (AD 242 680)
Manual welding procedures were developed. Tensile testing of the
welds showed some porosity and lack of fusion.
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation. EFFECT OF CONTROLLED WELD DEFECTS
ON THE BALLISTIC PERFORMANCE OF 5085 ALUMINUM ALLOY WELDMENTS. Phase
Report No. 9. M. B. Kasen. June 2, 1961. 46 p. (Interim Project
Report No. MS PR 61-45) Unclassified. (AD 258 094)
27 weldments using special welding techniques. Type and severity of
weld defects were carefully controlled. Defects introduced were:
1. gas porosity, 2. lack of root fusion, 5. distributed fine dross
particles, and 4. coarse dross films.
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation. DEVELOPMENT OF I_ROVED FILLER
ALLOYS FOR INERT-GAS METAL-ARC WELDING OF HIGH STRENGTH ALUMINUM
ALLOYS. M. B. Kasen & A. R. Pfluger. Phase Report No. 4. Oct 6,
1960. 3_ P. (Interim Project Report No. MS PR 60-99) Unclassified.
(A_ 245 794)
Aluminum alloy 5083-H I13 and filler alloy 5356 are considered.
Results of the tests a_e reported and discussed.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. FUSION WELDING OF ALUMINUM: AN ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Helen B. McCormick & P. R. Stromer. July 1965. 27 p.
(SB 65-56) (8-50-65-2) Unclassified.
62 references. ConcernsTIG process welding of aluminum. Period
covered is from 1962 through June 1963, A subject index is included.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. THEEFFECTOF HYDROGENO ALUMINUM:AN
ANNOTATEDBIBLIOGRAPHY.C.G. Gros. Mar 1963. 25 p. (Special
Bibliograpl_ No. SB-62-68) (5-73-62-2) Unclassified. (I_i 41 465)
(AD 4Ol  o7)
49 references. Contains materials concerned with the effect of
hydrogen on aluminum, With reference to welding at room temperature.
Period covered is from 1950 through 1962.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. DEVELOPMENT OF FLASHWELDING TECHNIQUES FOR
NONFERROUS ALLOYS. M. L. 0chieano. Final Technical Engineering
Report. Mar 1960. (AMC TR 60-7-25Oa) Unclassified. (AD 239_8)
Aluminum alloys 2014, 2024, 6061 and 7075 were tested. Flashwelding
techniques and machine set-up data curves were developed. _esults
of welding tests are reported.
.
*"Welding Very Large Components for Saturn Space Vehicles". A. J. Munson.
MACHINERY, v. 104, Jan 15, 1964, p. 116-121.
Design and construction of the Saturn S-IV, and the development of
the S-IV B. Methods and equipment for welding segments to form tank
assemblies are discu_ssed.
*"Welding the Huge Components of Saturn Space Vehicles." A. J. Munson.
MACHINERY, v. 70, Oct 1963, p. 85-91.
Mallory (P.R.) and Company, Inc. RESISTANCE WELDING DATA BOOK, THEORY
AND PRACTICE. 4th ed. Indianapolis, 1951. 510 p. (TK 4660 R433r)
Martin. COMPARISON OF MANUAL FUSION WELDED ALUMINUM ALLOYS 2014-T6 WITH
5456-H 24 AND -H 521. J. W. Macedo. Sept ll, 1963. 133 p. (0R-
3276) Unclassified. (RL 45 701)
Investigation of the relative "as welded" strengths of manual fusion
welded 2014-T6 aluminum alloy as compared with the strengths of
manual fusion welded 5456 aluminum alloy.
Martin. F_CHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 2000 SERIES ALUMINUM ALLOYS AT CRYOGENIC
TENLPERATU_S. F. R. Schwartzberg & R. D. Keys. Oct 1961. 33 P.
(R-61-32)•Unclassified. (AD 285 965)
Tensile properties of aluminum alloys 2014, 2219 and 2618 are compared
and evaluated. Weldability of the three alloys is discussed.
Martin. EVALUATION OF SLIP WELDI_. K. R. Spears. May 15, 1961. 26 p.
(ME 44) (IDEP Report No. 085.20.00.00-F3-03) Unclassified. (AD 278 785)
Evaluation of the feasibility of fusion welding attachment clips to
2014-T6 aluminum missile skin.
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_artin. }ZCHANICAL PROPERTIES OF "AS WELDED" 2014-T6 ALUMINUM ALLOY.
j. G. Ballingall. Aug ll, 1959. 25 p. (ER 10642-2) Onclas_ified.
(RL 70 734)
Tests were performed on T-joints, longitudinal shear, transverse shear
and butt Joints. Weld area strength factors are considered.
i_a_ac_usettg Institute of Tec_uology. INVESTIGATION OF TOUG.H_SS OF
ALU,,INUM MACN_IUM WELD_S. C.M. Adams, Jr. May 1963. 43 p.
(Prep.-rintEo. i.)O5). Unclassified. (RL 45 229)
Investigation of the strength and plasticity of welded aluminum.-
magnesium allo_s. Welding procedures were developed to reliably
deposit welds which are relatively free of porosity.
'._ssachusetts Institute of Technology. FUSION-ZONE STRUCTURES AND PROPER-
TIES IN ALUMINUM ALLOYS. LABORATORY INVESTIGATION INCLUDES THE EKFOTS
OF STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION ON THE PROPERTIES OF ARC DEPOSIT2, _3 WEAL
AS THE EFFLCT OF WELDING PROCEDURE ON STRUCTURE. P. E. Broom & C. M.
Adams, Jr. 1960. 5 P. (ODR Report No. 2544.1) Unclassified.
(AD 249 563)
Involves alunintun alloy 2014.
"h_ew 5:C(X Aluminum Alloys - Strong and Weldable." R. T. MAyer & D. R.
Cheyney. _t_TERIALS IN DESIGN ENGI_UEERING, v. 50, No. l, July 1959
p. 91-95.
High annealed yield strength is characteristic. This makes possible
efficient use of welded fabrication methods. Properties are discussed.
_"Trends in Welding Aluminum." W. Groth. METAL PROGRESS, v. 83, No. 6,
June 1963, p. 76-77+.
_"iLhat the Space Programme Can Tell Us About --- Trends in Welding Aluminum."
Willis Groth. METAL PROGRESS, v. 83, No. 6, June 1963, p. 76-77+.
Welding techniques for Al-Zn-Mg alloys are discussed.
"W_qding 2219 Aluminum for Bomarc Fuel Tanks."
METAL PROGRESS, v. 80, Nov 1961, p. 88-93.
*"Welding 2219 Aluminum for Bomarc Fuel Tanks."
METAL PROGRESS, v. 80, Oct 1961, p. 121-125.
"Cas Porosity and Sources of Hydrogen in the Metal-Arc Welding of Light
Alleys." W. G. Hull & D. F. Adams. METAL PROGRESS, v. 77, Mar 1960,
p. 190+.
Gas porosity in welded aluminum.
S. L. Sears & R. S. Crial.
S. L. Sears & R. S. Crlal.
"_'orosity _n Aluminum Alloy Welds.,, F. R. Collins. METAL PROGRESS, v. 75,
Dec 1959, p. 188+.
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METAL STATISTICS. New York, American Metal Market. 525 West 42nd Street,
New York.
Published annually.
"Ultrasonic Attenuation in Cast Aluminum." H. Smolen & H. Rosenthal.
MODERN CASTINGS, v. 55, No. 5, May 1959, P. 55-60.
Nondestructive testing of aluminum for porosity.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. SELECTED WELDING TECHNIQUES.
Teohaol_ Utilization Notes. H.M. Nance, et al. Jan 1964. 31 p.
(NASA SP-5003) Unclassified.
Discussion of tools and techniques used in welding of aluminum sheet
and plate for large single booster tanks.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. EVALUATION OF WELDED 2219-
T87 ALUMINUM ALLOY. R. A. Davis. Dec 19, 1962. 35 P. (NASA _4
X-50857) (MTP-P&VE-M-62-16) Unclassified.
Evaluation of MIG and TIG welds for aluminum alloy 2219-T87. Weld
strength and quality are treated.
National Aeronautics and _Ix_ce Administration. RATE OF FATIGUE-CRACK
PROPAGATION IN TWO ALUMINUM ALLOYS. A. J. McEvily, Jr. & W. Illg.
Sept 1958. 46 p. (TN 4594) Unclassified.
Specimens tested were 2 and 12 inches wide. 2024-T3 and 7075-T6
aluminum alloys were used. These were tested in repeated tension
with constant amplitude loading to develop a general method for
determining crack propagation rates.
Ordnance Tank-Automotive Command. FABRICATION OF BALLISTIC TEST SPECIMENS
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ALUMINUM PROJECTILES (U). Final Report. D.E.
Phelps. Dec 19, 1960. (Report No. 4624) Confidential. (AD 521 727)
"New Welding Techniques Join Aluminum Plates." PETROLEUM MANAGEMENT, v. 35,
Sept 1965, p. 208.
Pilia, F. J. ALL-POSITION WELDING FOR ALUMINUM SPACE VEHICLES. Welding
and Metals Joining Seminar, Cleveland, Ohio, Jan 1965. Detroit,
Michigan, ASTME. 1963. p. 1-14. (Paper No. SP 65-129)
Alloys under consideration are 2014, 2219, 5456 and 6016. Weld
quality is studied.
Pitman-Dunn Laboratories Group,Frankford Arsenal. STUDY OF THE WELDABILITY OF
ALUMINUM CASTING ALLOYS WITH 5086 WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY. M.S. Orysh &
I.G. Bern. Sept 1958, 51 p. (Report No. R-1467) Unclassified. (AD202944)
Alloys tested were Almag 55, AI-7% Mg, 214, 356, 42 B, and AI-_ Mg-5%
Zn. Porosity was encountered when castings of AI-7% Mg-3% Zn alloy
were welded to 5086 alloy sheet.
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"Joining Aluminum." PRECISION METAL MOLDING, v. 17, no. i, Jan 1959, P.
52-55.
"What Martin Thinks of Weld Porosity." STEEL, v. 153, no. I0, Sept 2, 1963,
p. 68-69.
"Flash Buttwelds in Aluminum Are Safe, Reliable." STar,L, V. 146, no. Ii,
Mar 14, 1960, p. llO-111.
Aluminum alloys 7075, 2024, 2014 and 6061 are considered. Corrosion
resistance, strength and fatigue are discussed.
U. S. Atomic Energy. Commission. THE WELDING OF 7000 SERIES ALUMINUM FOR
NUCLEAR ROCKET APPLICATIONS. A. J. Kish. 1962. (TID-7653, pt. I)
Unclassified.
"One Hundred Fixtures Speed Welding of Aluminum Trailers." WELDING DESIGN
AND FABRICATION, v. 34, June 1961, p. 36-37.
Concerns welding of 2024, 6061, and 17MT5AI alloys. It was found that
weld penetration and porosity were improved by a 25/75 helium-argon
mixture shielding the weld.
"Porosity - - Its Cause and Prevention." L. C. Barr. WELDING ENGINEER,
v. 49, no. 3, Mar 1964, p. 47-48.
General study of porosity in metals, and presentation of methods of
preventing it.
'_t TIG Offers Weldors of Aluminum, with Data Sheet." H. E. Adkins.
WELDING ENGINEER, v. 48, Apt 1963, p. 52-56.
"For Easy, Rapid Aluminum Welding." H. E. Adkins & George Allen. WELDING
ENGINEER, v. 48, no. 2, Feb 196_, p. 44-48.
Metal-inert gas welding techniques. Data is included on the dependence
of the weld Joint, porosity, elongation and tensile and yield strengthL
Metal used was aluminum alloy.
_'l_esistanceWelding of Aluminum Alloys." J. F. Deffenbaugh. WELDING
ENGINEER, v. 44, no. 6, June 1959, p. 50-52.
'Application Data on Kaisers New MIG Techniques." M. B. Kasen, et al.
WELDING ENGINEER, v. 44, no. 4, April 1959, P. 44-47.
Presents data on three new processes for metal inert gas welding of
aluminum. Discusses the effectiveness of the processes in reducing
weld porosity. Welding procedures and test results are treated.
_"Improvement of Gas Metal-Arc Spot Welds." S. A. Agnew & W. N. Canulette.
WELDING JOURNAL, RESEARCH SUPPLEMENT, v. 45, Apr 1964, p. 184s-192s.
Investigation d@signed to develop suitable equipment and methods for arc
spot-welding lap joints of aluminum alloy in three different thickness
combinat ions.
i '
*"Friction Welding of High Strength Structural Aluminum Alloys." T.H.
Wazlett & K. K. Gupta. WELDING JOURNAL, RESEARCH SUPPL_NT, v. 42,
Nov 1963, p. 490s-494s.
Involves aluminum alloys 2024-T4 and 7075-T6. Friction welding of
alloys, usu_lly considered unweldable, formed high strength, ductile
welds.
*"The Relation of Filler Wire Hydrogen to Aluminum-Weld Por?sity._' P.A.
Kammez, et al. WELDING JOURNAL, v. 24, no. I0, Oct 1963, p.433s-441s.
5336 aluminum alloy was used in the test. The relationship between
filler metal hydrogen and weld porosity was investigated.
*"Improved Weld Strength in 2000 Series Aluminum Alloys." D.E. Schil%inger,
etal. WELDING JOURNAL, v. 42, no. 6, June 1963, p. 269s-275s.
Treats improvement of weld properties by use of coolants during the
welding process.
*"Gas Metal-Arc Spot Welding of Aluminum." R. A. Stoehr. WELDING JOURNAL,
v. 41, no. 9, Sept 1962, p. 815-821.
Aluminum alloys 2014-T3 and 2219-T87 are among those considered.
*"Improved Strengths in Welded High-Strength, Heat-Treatable Aluminum
Alleys." F. R. Collins. WELDING JOURNAL, RESEARCH SUPPLANT, v. 41,
Aug 1962, p. 337s-345s.
Development of welding techniques, filler metal/base metal selection
methods, and moderate-temperature postweld thermal treatments for
aluminum alloys.
*"Strength of Spot-and-Seam-Welded Aluminum Alloy Joints." J. F. Goodwin.
WELDING JOURNAL, v. 41, no. 7, July 1962, p. 322s-328s.
I0,000 aluminum alloy joint specimens were tested, among which was
alloy 2024-T3. Strength of the welds was compared to the strength
of riveted joints.
*"Welding High Strength Aluminum Alloys." I. B. Robinson, et al. WELDING
JOURNAL, v. 41, May 1962, p. 221s-228s.
Alloys studied include 2014, 2219, 6061, 5456, 2024, 7075 and 7178.
Welding results are reported-.
*'_Multi-Welded Fuel Tank for USAF GAM-77 Missile." D. J. Logan & W. G.
White. WELDING JOURNAL, v. 41, Apr 1962, p. 311-320.
2024-T3 and 2014-T6 aluminum alloys. Tests are concerned with
effects of welding on porosity, shrinkage, elongation, and cracking.
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*"Flash Welding - - ProcessVariables and Weld Properties." W. F. Saree.
WELDING JOURNAL, v. 41, Mar 1962, p. 109s - llge.
Causes of porosity, crackinG, die burns and flat spots are discussed.
*"Strength of Two Flash Welded APM Alloys at Elevated Temperatures." F.G.
Nelson & R. J. Towner. WELDING JOURNAL, v. 41, Feb 1962, p. 89s-95s.
XAPO01 and M486 aluminum powder metal alloys were tested. Data is
presented for temperature effects on tensile, creep and yield
strengths, porosity and fatigue llfe.
*"Considerations on the Use of Gas Mixtures in Shielded Arc Welding with
Consumable Electrodes." L. Wolff & M. Komers. WELDING JOURNAL,
v. 40, Dec 1961, p. 536s-539s.
Concerns the effects of gas metal-arc and tungsten-arc welding of
aluminum alloys and other metals using inert, reducing or oxidizing
gases on porosity, purity, cracking, depth and width penetration,
embrittlement and carburlzation.
*"The Effect of Electromagnetic Stirring and Mechanical Vibration on Arc
Welds." D. C. Brown, et al. WELDING JOURNAL, v. 41, June 1961,
p. 241s-250s.
5085 aluminum alloy is considered. Porosity, ductility, yield and
tensile strength, elongation and micra and macro stracture of welds
have been determined.
*"Application of 2219 Aluminum Alloy to Missile Pressure-Vessel Fabrication:'
C. H. Crane & W. G. Smith. WELDING JOURNAL, v. 40, Jan 1961, p. 53-40.
Welding of aluminum alloy 2219.
*"Weldability of Aluminum Casting Alloys with 5086 Wrought Aluminum Alloy."
M. S. Orysh & I. G. Betz. WELDING SOURNAL, v. 59, no. 8, Aug 1960,
p. 342s-351s.
Tests were done to determine weldability of 6 cast aluminum alloys
(Almag 55, AI-7%Mg, 214, 356, 42B, and AL-7%Mg-)% Zn) Joined to
5086 wrought aluminum alloy. Results are reported.
*"Fusion-Zone Structures and Properties in Aluminum Alloys." P. E. Brown
& C. M. Adams, Jr. WELDING JOURNAL, RESEARCH SUPPLEMENT, v. 39,
Dec 1960, p. 52Os-524s.
2014 aluminum alloy arc deposits are studied.
*"New Development in Welding of Aluminum.', R. L. Hackman. WELDING JOUHNAL,
v. 58, no. 7, July 1959, p. 676-684.
New, Simplified welding techniques are discussed. Significant advances
in welding of aluminum are presented.
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*"Aluminum Welding Using Inert-Plus-Nitrogen-Gas Metal-Arc Process." G.
Allen. WELDING JOURNAL, v. 38, no. 3, Mar 1959, P. 152s-141s.
Discusses the development of a special gas shielded metal arc welding
technique to rednce cost of aluminum welding and to make it less
dependent on a supply of inert gas. Techniques are presented.
ENGLISH AND CANADIAN
ALUMINUM ALLOYS V. I OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES HANDBOOK. London, Technical
Editing and Reproduction, Ltd. 1958.
*"Pro_Action Development of Welding Processes for Aluminum CrFogenic _
Vessels." L. Ashwoz_h. BRITISH WELDING JOURNAL, v. ii, no. 7,
Ju v 196 , p. 3oo-307,
Inert-gas process. Welding defects, among which is porosity, are
d/eoussed. Process arc is explained.
"Welding in the Non-Ferrous Field." N. P. Inglis & E. A. Taylor. BRITISH
WELDING JOURNAL, v. 8, Sept 1961, p. 419-436.
Various welding processes are considered, with applications to several
metals, including al_uninum and aluminum alloy. Use of inert-gas
shielded-arc processes are particularly stressed.
"Some Remarks on Weldability of Aluminum." g. Westendorp. BRITISH WELDING
JOURNAL, v. 8, no. 6, June 1961, p. 310-315.
Weakening of welded joints caused by welding heat and porosity in
aluminum welds.
"Development of MIG Welding Techniques for Aluminum." J. E. Tomlinson &
D. Slater. BRITISH WELDING JOURNAL, v. 8, May 1961, p. 216-226.
Contains information about welding procedure and standards of weld
quality.
"Weldability of Aluminum." G. Westendorp. BRITISH WELDING JOURNAL, v. 8,
June 1961, p. 310-315.
Concerns weld porosity and reduction in strength caused by welding
heat. A dry argon atmosphere was used for reducing porosity.
"Factors Influencing the Properties of Welds in Aluminum." J. C. Bailey &
G. W. Eldridge. BRITISH WELDING JOURNAL, v. 8, May 1961, p. 227-236.
Concerns TIG and MIG welding of aluminum and aluminum alloys. Defects
such as porosity, weld cracking and oxide inclusions are treated.
J
li_8
"Temperature Distribution through Weld Pool in A_tomatic Welding of
Aluminum." D. M. Rabkin. BHITISH WELDING jOUR_NAL, v. 6, no. 3, Mar
i_=o p. 132-157.
Chrcmel-alumel and Pt-Pt/Rh immersion thermocouples we_e used to
m,_asure temperatures in weld pool of automatically welded aluminum.
Results are reported. Translated from Russian.
':_trength of Metal-Arc Welds in _-30 Aluz_inum Alloy: Ef±ect of Porosity
and Weld Shape." D. F. Adam. BRITISH WELDING JOURNAL, v. 5, no. 12,
Dec 1958, p. 568-575.
Tests indicate ti_t fillet-welded joints have 1/5 to 2/3 the strength
of joints made with a self-adjusting arc process. Porosity has less
effect on strength than defects such as cracks, inclusions and flux.
Porosity was measured from radiographs.
"Low Temperature Properties of Welded and Unwelded A1-5% _Alloy Plates."
J. E. Tomlinson & D. R. Jackson. BRITISH WELDING JOURNAL, v. 5,
no. ll, Nov 1958, p. 499-510.
"Welding Aluminum for the Nuclear Power Industry." W. J. Burns, CAEADIAN
WELDER, v. 52, Oct 1961, p. 13-15.
MIG and TIC welding. Nondestructive testing is used to determine
porosity, weld integrity and penetration.
"Square-Butt Welding." CANADIAN WELDER, v. 52, Feb 1961, p. 20.
Sigma welding process which is used with heavy (l_ in.) aluminum plate
at currents over 400 AMP. Arc instability, weld porosity, and severe
oxide folds are among the unwanted effects eliminated by the process.
"Gas Porosity in Aluminum Alloys." FOUNDRY TRADE JOURNAL, v. I07, no. 2234,
Oct l, 1959, p. 247-248.
Indicates moisture as the principal source of gas porosity in aluminum
alloy castings. Discusses causes and cures.
_"Secondary Hydrogen Porosity in Aluminum." D. E. J. Talbot & D. A. Grangen
JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF METALS, v. 92, 1965-1964, p. 290-297.
")_rocess Selection for Aluminum Welding." P. T. Houldcroft & N. T. Burgess.
LIGH_ METALS, v. 22, no. 253, Apt 1959, p. 121-125.
Presents the essential features and applications of TIG, MIG, metal
arc welding, gas welding, brazing, and resistance, flash and pressure
welding of aluminum.
_inistry of Supply (Great Britain). THE METAL ARC WELDING OF ALUMINUM-
MAGNESIUM SILICIDE ALLOY, H.50. Final Summary Report. D. F. Adams
& W. G. Hull. June 1958. Unclassified.
_eld defects, including weld metal porosity t were investigated.
"Q_Aality Control in Aluminum Welding." Pt. 2. J. G. Young. WELDING AND
METAL FABRICATION, v. 32, no. 2, Feb 1964, p. 62-67.
Radiographic investigations were made of the effects of various
defects, such as porosity, cracks, and inclusions.
"Q_ality control in Aluminum Welding." J. G. Young. WELDING AND METAL
FABRICATION, v. 52, no l, Jan 1964, p. 10-15.
Techniques are presented for the detection of leaks and porosity,
detection of inclusions, and lack of fusion. A classification system
for uniform porosity is included.
"Inert-Gas Metal-Arc Welding Aluminum Using Fine Wire Electrodes." J.E.
Tomlinson & A. J. King. WELDING AND _TAL FABRICATION, v. 27, no. 5,
May 1959, P. 20#-209.
"Inert-Gas Metal-Arc Welding Aluminum Using Fine Wire Electrodes." J.E.
Tomlinson & A. J. King. WELDING AND METAL FABRICATION, v. 27, no. 2,
Feb 5, 1959, p. 42-50.
FRENCH
Barrmnd, Pierre & Robert Gadeau. L'ALUMINIUM. TOME 2. MISE EN OEUVRE ET
UTILISATION DE L'ALUMINIUMET DE SES ALLIAGES. Paris, Eyrolles, 1964.
939 p.
Foundry practice, forging, deep drawing, welding of aluminum.
Dubosse, P. H. & J. Herenguel. COMPARISON ENTRE NOHN_S FRANCAISES ET DE
DIVERS PAYS DE COMPOSITION, D'ETATS DE LIVRAISON POUR L'ALUMINIUM ET
SES ALLIAGES A L'ETAT CORROYE. Paris, Eyrolles, 1963. 114 p.
Reference source for the composition of the principal wrought aluminum
alloys used in the West.
"Les Flux et les Porosite's d'0rigine Gazeuse dans les Alliages d'Aluminium
Moule's." B. Chauvelier. FONDERIE, no. 154, Nov 1958, p. 505-514.
(In French)
Fluxes and porosities of gaseous origin in aluminum alloy castings.
Causes were studied. Results of tests are discussed.
"A-Z3G, A New Weldable Aluminum Alloy with Medium Mechanical Properties."
M. Schneideoker & J. Herenguel. REVUE DE L'ALUMINIUM, v. 40, no. 310,
1963. p. 615-622. (In French)
Mechanical properties of aluminum after welding are discussed.
5O
"__ i_esistance a la Fatigue d'Assemblages en Alliages Aluminium-M_esium
SoudesSuivant le Proce de TIG." R. Develay. REVUEDE_fALLURGIE,
v. 56, no. l, June 1959, p. 51-38. (In French)
Welding techniques are discussed.
"}_henomenes de Brulure det Qualite des Soudures des Alliages Legers."
Develay, et al. REVUE DE N_TALLUBGIE, v. 56, no. 5, May 1959,
p, 409-417. (In French)
R.
i_urning, and quality of welds in light alloys.
"lorosities in Inert Gas Welded Light Alloys." SOUDAGE ET TECHNIQUES
CONNEXES, v. 16, no. 7-8, July - Aug 1962, p. 294-296. (In French)
Porosity formed in inert gas welding of aluminum alloys was eliminated
by decreasing the hydrogen content, and by adding small amounts of
chlorine.
"_rrosity in Light Alloy Welds Made by Inert-Gas Arc Welding."
WORLD-SOUDAGE DANS LE MONDE, v. l, no. 5, 1965, p. ll2-117.
English and French)
,_ELDING IN
(In
Uniformly distributed porosity was studied.
GERMAN
'[_eber die Zweckmaessige Durchfuehrung des Schweissens yon Aluminium unter
Edelgasschutz." W. _h_ntel. ALUMINIUM, v. 55, no. 6, June 1959,
p. 508-515. (In German)
Treats effective inert gas welding of aluminum. Procedures for sigma
and argon-arc welding are presented.
"i;ntersuchung eines Neuen Oberf!aechenvorbehandlungsverfahrens fuer die
Verklebung yon Aluminium." K. Krekeler, et al. AL_4INIUM, v. 55,
no. 6, June 1959, p. 353-338. (In German)
New surface pretreatment for bonding aluminum was investigated.
_trength tests were done. Pretreatment methods were compared.
"f?ie Pruefverfahren der Metallklebtechnik im Ausland." H. Peukert & O.
_chwarz. ALUMINIUM, v. 34, no. ii, Nov 1958, p. 665-671. (In German)
Testing methods for aluminum alloy bonds as practiced in the United
Jtates, England, Holland and Switzerland.
:ietallurgische Probleme des Schweissens yon Aluminium und seinen Legie-
lungen." A. Mantel & L. Wolff. ALUMINIUM, v. 34, no. 6, J1uue 1958,
p. 520-525. (In German)
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Presentation of metallurgical problems in welding of aluminum and
aluminum alloys. Particular attention is given to inert gas shielded
arc welding. Among the probleHs discussed are those concerned with
the weldability of aluminum alloys and the porosity of sigma welds.
Johannes Reiprich et al, (bearbeited yon). ALUMINIUM TA_C!_UCH.
Duesseldorf, Aluminium-Verlag, 1963. 832 p.
Reference book. Information concerning physical, chemical and
mechanical properties of aluminum. Foreign specifications are in-
cluded.
"Die Castings." H. Kron. GIESSEREI PRAXIS, no. 16, Aug 25, 1959, p. 286-
291. (In German)
AI, _ and Cu alloys. Tests indicate that porosity decreased while
strength increased in proportion to wall thickness.
"Fatigue Behavior of Welded Joints in Aluminum Alloys." K. W. Gunn &
R. McLester. ZEITSCHRI_ FUER _ETALLKUNDE, v. 54, 1963, p. 611-617.
Alloys studied were DIN AIMg2F21, DIN AIMgSF28 and DIN AE_gSi IF32.
Weld quality is discussed.
"_ydrogen-Forosity in Metals, with Special Consideration of Aluminum and Its
A-loys. C.E. P_ns!ey, et al. ZEITSCHRIFT F_R METALLKUNDE, v. 46,
no. 5, 1955. (RL 37,406)
RUSSIAN
"Automatic Welding of Aluminum with Flux and Two Bent Electrodes."
Antonets & F. I. Bukin. AVTO_TICHESKAYA SVARKA, no. I, 1964,
p. 55-58.
D. P.
Porosity, corrosion resistance and dimensions of seams made with the
use of double electrodes are discussed.
"X-Ray Checking of Weld Joints, Using Electron-0ptical Converties." S.T.
h_zarov. AVTOF_TICHESKAYA SVARF_A, no. 3, 1961, p. 12-17.
"Welding Alloy A_E6 with Consumable Electrode in Argon with Chlorine Addi-
tion." D. M. Rabkin & B. A. Steblovskii. AVTON_TICHESKAYA SVARKA, no.
4, 1961, p. 78-82.
Welding aluminum alloy AMg6 in a medium of A and CI to eliminate
weldment porosity.
'}_icroporosity in _tals, Alloys _nd Oxide Powders Studied by Small-Angle X-
Ray Scattering." S. M. Astrakhantsev & Ya. S. Umanskii. IZVESTIYA
VYSSHIKH UCHEBNYKH ZAVEDENII, TSVETNAYA _T_LLURGIYA, no 6, 1958,
p. 115-125.
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Powder oxides, such as A1303, Be 0 and _ 0 were considered.
"_echanized Welding of Structures of Aluminum-Magnesium and Titanium Alloys."
Yu. A. Nesvetaev. PROGP_SSIUN_TCDY SVARKI I REZKI N_TALLOV, VIL_qUS,
SB, 1963, P. i13-124.
Various welding systems are discussed.
"On the Weldability of Aluminum Alloy V921." A. Ya. Brodskii, et al.
SVARCCP_0E _ROIZVODSIVOI, no. 7, 1961, p. 13-17.
Method used was A-arc welding. Both consumable and non-consumable
electrodes were tested. A marked tendency to porosity was noted
when a consumable electrode was used.
"Sources of Hydrogen Dissolving in the Weld Metal in the Welding of Alumi-
num." C. D. Nikiforov & A. G. Makhortova. SVAROCHNOE I_ROIZVODSIVO,
no. 4, 1961, p. 6-10.
Concerns hydrogen which dissolves in weld metal during welding.
Moisture adsorbed during the process probably causes porosity.
"Conditions forthe Formation of Pores during Welding of Aluminum and Its
Alloys." G. D. Nikiforov & A. G. Makhortova. SVAROCHNOE PROIZVODSTVO,
no. 3, 1961, p. 5-8. (In Russian)
Basic conditions which lead to porosity in seam metal during welding
of aluminum and aluminum alloys were established.
"On the Nature of Genesis of Gas Pores in Weldments." A. A. Alov, et al.
SVAROCHNOE PROIZVODSIVO, no. 3, 1961, p. 9-10. (In Russian)
"Simiautomatic Two-Electrode Argon Arc Welding of Aluminum Alloys." A.
Ya. Brodskii. SVAROC_NOE PROIZVODSTVO, Oct 1960, p. 22-24.
Literature review. Selection of parameters for butt welding of alloy
pipes results in reduced weld porosity.
"Thermodiffusion Processes in the Base Metal during Welding." V. V. Frolov.
SVAROCH_OE PROIZVODSTVO, Sept. 1960, p. 1-5. (In Russian)
Concerns porosity in weldments caused by diffusion of gases accumulated
in base metal due to heterogeneous heating. Aluminum is one of several
metals considered.
"Use of Ultrasound in Welding." G. A. Nikolaev & _. A. Olshanskii. VESTNIK
5_SHINOSTRCYENIYA, v. 39, no. 4, Apr 1959, P. 51-55. (In Russian)
Article points out that in the case of welded aluminum joints marked
improvement in porosity is gained, and grain size was decreased by
this method. Little numerical data are included.
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"Automatic Flux Arc Welding of Aluminum Using Oxygen Jet." A. A. Alov
& E. Grusser. WELDING PRODUCTION, no. 2, Feb 1963, p. ll-15.
Study was made for the purpose of eliminating porosity arising in
automatic flux arc welding of aluminum and AMg6 alloy. Results
are reported.
"Measures for Preventing Porosity When Welding AMg6 Alloy." G.D.
Nikiforov, et al. WELDING PRODUCTION, no. I, Jan 1963, p. 47-55.
Discussion of tests. Results are given.
"Welding of Aluminum Alloys with Consumable Electrode Using Shielding
Mixture of Argon and Chlorine." V. D. Kodolov & V. N. Sorokin.
_ELDING PRODUCTION, no. 12, Dec 1962, p. 29-33.
Treats the production of pore-free welds. Methods are considered.
"Origins of Dissolved Hydrogen in Aluminum Welds." G. D. Nikiforov &
A. G. Makhortova. WELDING PRODUCTION, no. 4, Apr 1961, p. 12-21.
Study of pores and th_ cause of pores which appear during welding
of aluminum alloys.
"Conditions for Pore Formation when Welding Aluminum and Its Alloys."
G. D. Nikiforov & A. G. _duortova. ;_LDING PRODUCTION, no. 5,
Mar 1961, p. 9-16.
MISCELLANEOUS
"Inert-Gas Tungsten Arc Welding of Aluminum and Its Alloys." Gunnar
Bengtsson. ASEA JOUHNAL, v. 34, no. 8-9, 1961, p. 154-159.
(In Swedish)
"The Decrease of Weld Cracking Tendency of Some Aluminum Alloys Having
Additional Elements." Z. Buray. ACTA TECHNICA ACAD_IAE SCIENTIARUM
HUNGARICAE. Budapest, v. 32, no. 1/2, 1961. p. 93-118. (In German)
"Improvement in the Weldability of Aluminum Alloys." R. Chevigny &
R. Devalay. ALUMINIUM KO_7. Budapest, v. I, no. 9, 1963, p. 25.
(In German)
Concerns workable methods to judge weldability of aluminum alloys.
Some of the alloys discussed are A1-N_, A1-Mg-Zn, A1-Mg-Si, and
A1-Cualloys.
"Some Remarks on the Weldability of Aluminum." G. Westendorp. LASTEC_NIEK,
v. 27, Ap 1961, p. 70-74. (In English)
Concerns decrease of strength in welds of pure aluminum and 6061
sluminum alloys caused by porosity and welding heat.
IX
"Fusion Welding of Aluminum." Evert Rodenius. _TALLEN, v. 15, no. 5,
1959, P. 109-125. (In Swedish)
TIG and NIG welding. Tendency of aluminum to porosity is treated.
"Weldability of Some High-Strength Aluminum Alloys of the A1-Cu*N_ and
AI-Zn-Mg Types." Jan Novotny. ZUACANIE, v. 12, no. 12, 1963, P. 353-
361.
Various welding methods were used. Tests were made of the welds, and
results are given.
"Flux-Submerged Weldery of Aluminum. '' J. Vana. ZVARANIE, v. lO, no. 2,
1961,p. 42-_6. (In czech)
Hydrogen pore formation is common with this type welding.
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APPENDIX A
_T_tlAL PROP]_TIES
Ccs_osition
Fschanical Properties
4TABLE A-l-1 - CKEM_AL CO_I_ OF WELD PANELS 201_-T6 1/&"
_HICK MATERIAL. SHEETS IDENTIFIED AS W, X, Y, IA
Weld And
,Panel Number
Specification
330-FS
7&O-HS
319-FS
329-FS
330-FS
329-FS
319-FS
316-FS
7&O-HS
767-VS
Min_
_g-ll
w-z5
w-16
w-19
W-21
W-23
W-27
W-31
WhO
W-_
*$8 Weld Panels
MN
1.2
O.&O
0.73
.73
.73
.73
.73
.72
.72
.71
.73
.Th
752-VS
755-Vs
872-Vs
7hI-HS
762-VS
752-VS
7&I-HS
762-VS
872-vs
*48 Weld Pare
719-KS
H-HS
710-HS
723-HS
TIO-HS
_6-VS
715-HS
H-HS
72h-HS
72&-HS
719-HS
715-Hs
876-vs
723-HS
-48 We_
*x-h .%
x-9 .77
x-15 .72
x-19 .7h
X-21 .71
X-23 .Th
X-29 .76
X-32 .71
X-h6 •73
*Y-h .7h
Y-8 .71
Y-lh •73
Y-18 .73
Y-21 .73
Y-22 .75
Y-25 .Th
Y-27 .75
Y-28 .75
Y-3h •7h
Y-2& .73
Y-&3 .Th
Y-h5 .Th
Y-h7 .76
,Is
Si
1.2
0;50
.92
.?h
.91
.92
.92
.90
.89
.89
.%
.%
.95
.96
.91
.93
.91
.%
.95
.90
.90
.93
.90
.95
.92
.gh
.93
.93
.92
.93
.93
.93
.95
.93
.95
ELEM_ COMPOSITION,
Ni
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.O1
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
,01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
Cr
0.IO
.oh
.03
.oh
.oh
.oh
.oh
.oh
.oh
.03
.o3
.o3
.03
.o3
.o3
.03
.o3
.03
.o3
.oh
.o3
.o3
.03
.03
.03
.oh
.03
.03
.03
.03
.o3
.o3
.oh
.03
Cu
5.0
h.35
h.30
/,.3O
h.25
h.30
h.25
h.25
h.hO
h.30
h.20
h.25
h.25
h.20
h.20
h.15
h.15
h.25
h.20
h.15
Fe
L00
.3h
.31
.29
.31
.28
.29
.32
.26
.31
.31
.35
.3h
.33
.31
.29
.32
.3h
.30
.3h
Ti
O.8O 0.15
%20 -
.h4 .02
.kl .03
.hi .02
•h5 .02
.hh .02
•h4 .O2
.hl .02
.&8 .03
._I .03
.&2 .03
•h3 .03
•h3 .03
.Al .o3
.&2 .03
.Al .03
.&2 .03
•h3 .03
.h2 .03
•h3 .03
h.25 .30 .h3 .03
h.25 .30 .KI .03
h.30 .33 .h2 .03
h.30 .32 .&2 .03
h.30 .3h .h2 .03
h.25 .36 .h3 .03
h.25 .33 .h2 .03
h.25 .35 .h2 .03
h.20 .35 .hl .03
h.25 .32 .&3 .03
h.25 .29 .h3 .03
h.30 .3h .h3 .O3
h.30 .35 .h3 .O3
h.hO .35 .h3 .03
A-3
TABLE A-I-I - (Continued)
Weld And
Panel ,,N_ber
Specification
708-HS
705-HS
TIS-HS
7OS-HS
719-HS
?IS-HS
TI?-HS
705-RS
Min.
_Z-2
Z-11
Z-16
Z-39
Z-&O
Z-44
Z-_
Z--%
0./.,0
.72
.?_
.%
.%
.%
.%
.'73
.%
Si
1.2
0,50
.92
.92
.95
.94
.94
.94
.93
.93
ELEM_ COMPOSITION,
Ni Cr
0.I0
.01 .03
.01 .03
.01 .03
.01 .03
.01 .03
.01 .03
.01 .03
.01 .03
Fe
1.00
Cu
5.0
_._
&.15
4.20
4.20
4.25
&.20
&.25
4.15
_.30
_8 Weld Panels
M-_ l -IA-15 i .O1 1, I: 1
! _Dri_o;in_ Sheet _8 x IL)+"x I/_". _8 Weld Panels
,30
.33
• .33
.35
.29
.28
.31
.34
.31
.31
).80
./.2
.l,2
./,3
.41
.48
.&8
Ti
o.m5
.03
.03
.03
.03
.03
.03
,03
.03
.O3
.03
A-&
TABLE A-I-2 - CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF WELD PANELS 201A-T6 3/&"
THICK MATERIAL. SHEETS IDENTIFIED AS A2, 3A,SN-I
Weld And
Panel Number
_,_ COMPOSITION. [
Specification Max.
Min.
912-HS *A2-17 O. 71
913-HS A2-8 .71
929-HS A2-7 .73
913-HS A2-28 .71
912-HS A2-30 .72
929-HS A2-34 .72
916-HS A2-39 .73
?I6-HS A2-_5 .71
MN Cr Cu Fe_ MS _t
Z.2 0.10 5.0 LO0 _80 O.15
0.AO 3.9 020 _ -
.03 4.45 .28 ._5 .(_
•03 4.30 .28 .&9 .(_3
.03 _.&5 .31 .47 .03
.03 _.30 .32 ._9 .03
.03 _.55 .31 ./_8 .03
.03 4.50 .31 .&7 .03
.03 _.50 .30 ._5 .03
.O3 _._O .30 .46 .o3
*Original P] _te 48 x I/4".
922-HS _3A-I .72
519-FS 3A-5 .76
510-FS 3A-IO .75
510-FS 3A-IA .75
525-FS 3A-25 .74
517-FS 3A-27 .75
525-FS 3A-38 .77
519-FS 3A-39 .77
522-FS 3A-41 .75
522-FS 3A-43 •77
922-HS 3A-47 .73
517-FS 3A-A8 •77
*Original PIate 48 x 144",
*SNI-I .70
SN1-6 .70
SNI-8 .71
SNI-II .71
SNI-25 .70
SNI-27 .72
SNI-35 .72
SNI-_8 ,71
ate 48 x 144".
910-FS
921-HS
909-VS
9n-_
9o9-vs
911-Vs
910-VS
92l-_S
_lginal
Si Ni
1.2
o._o
.90 .01
.86 .01
.91 .01
.88 .O1
.91 .01
.92 .01
.91 .01
.90 .01
Weld Panels
•91 .Ol
•93 .01
.91 .el
•93 .01
•91 .01
•93 .O1
.96 .01
•95 .O1
•93 .01
•93 .01
.90 .01
•96 .01
48 Weld _anels
.01
.89 .01
o01
.88 .O1
.91 .01
•88 .Ol
48 Weld Panels
•03 &.&5
.O3 &.75
.Ok /,.7O
.O& &.70
.03 &.55
.03 4.65
.O3 &.75
.03 L.75
.o3 _.70
.03 /,.68
.03 &.&5
.03 &.75
.O3
.O3
.03
.03
.03
.03
.O3
.O3
&.25
&.20
_.&o
&.25
&.15
&.30
&.50
&.35
.29
.&O
.&2
.36
.39
.39
.&2
.Al
.&O
.&O
.30
.&O
.26
.28
.28
.31
.27
.31
.30
.30
.&6 .C3
•&5 .r&
.&A. .C%
•_3 .ok
•&3 .03
.&A .03
•_5 .03
•45 .03
.45 .03
•&5 .O3
.&S .O3
._6 .Ok
•_7 .03
.50 .03
•&9 .o3
.50 .03
.&8 .03
.51 .03
.51 .03
.50 .03
A-5
TABLE A-I-3 - CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF WELD PANELS 2219-T87 I/A"
THICK MATERIAL. SHEETS IDENTIFIED AS A2, EI, FI, GI
_ kn_ENT COMPOSITION,
Weld And
Panel Number _ Si Ni Cr Cu Fe MS Ti
Specification Max, 0._0 ).20 - - 6.8 O.30 0.02 0.I0
Min, 0,_ 0 - - - 5.8 - - 0.02
862-%"3 A2-2 .29 .0 .01 .01 6.00 .15 .02 .06
862-VS A2-7 .29 .0 .01 .01 6.05 .15 .02 .06
862-VS A2-30 .29 .0 .01 .01 6.05 .14 .02 .06
863-VS A2-33 .29 .0 .01 .01 6.05 .14 .02 .06
432-ES *EI-3 .26 .0 .01 6.10 .20 .02 .06
&29-HS EI-9 .27 .0 .01 6 .i0 .17 .02 .06
&29-HS EI-IO .32 .I .01 6.20 .21 .01 .07
&29-HS EI-I4 .32 .i .01 6.25 .21 .O1 .08
851-VS EI-19 .26 .O .01 6.15 .21 .02 .06
&29-HS EI-20 .27 .0 .01 6.05 .16 .02 .06
&49-HS EI-22 .26 .O .01 6.10 .18 .02 .06
L- _ EI-23 .27 .0 .O1 6.15 .18 .02 .07
&/_9-HS EI-2& .26 .0 .O1 6.10 .17 .02 .06
K HS EI-25 .27 .0 .01 6.00 .18 .02 .06
K - HS EI-27 .32 .i .01 6.30 .21 .01 .08
&33-HS I EI-29 .27 .O .01 6.05 .19 .02 .06
&33-HS EI-31 .32 .id .01 6.25 .21 .02 .08
85&-VS i EI-32 .27 .O .01 6 .i0 .18 .02 .06
&33-HS EI-35 .27 .0 .01 6.05 .20 .02 .06
851-V3 I EI-37 .27 .O .01 6.10 .17 .02 .06
L- HS EI-39 .27 .0 .01 6.05 .17 .02 .07
&28-ES ! El-&3 .26 .O .01 6.15 .19 .02 .06
L_8-HS mI-50 .26 .O .01 6.15 .21 .02 .06
K HS85Z-vs i 01 6.05 18 02EI-56 .27 .0 .Ol 610 18 c2 06
&28-HS EI-67 .26 .O .01 6.15 .19 .C_ .06
*Original Sheet 48 x i_". 72 Panels, $" x 2_" x I/_"
A-6
T_BLE A-I-3 - (Continued)
ELEMENT COMPOSITION
Weld And
Panel Number
Specification
86_J-vs
_46-HS
867-VS
_6-_
868-V_ -
865-VS
867-VS
850-_S
t_65-VS
850-VS
_66-_
427-I_
_7-Hs
J-I-IS
_27-HS
866-VS
Fax. 0.40
Min. 0.20
Si Ni Cr Cu
0.20 - - 6.8
- - - 5.8
•07 .Ol .Ol 6.O0
•09 .01 .01 6.00
.07 .O1 .01 6.05
.09 .01 .01 6.00
.07 .O1 .O1 6.00
.07 .O1 .01 6.00
.07 .O1 .01 5,95
,08 .01 .01 6.05
.07 .O1 .O1 5.95
.08 .01 .01 6.00
.07 .01 .01 6.00
.09 .O1 .01 5.95
.08 .Ol .Ol 6.00
.08 ,01 .01 2.95
.07 .0i .01 6.O0
.01 6.00
" x 2W'
.O1 6.05
.O1 6.05
.01 5.95
.01 6.00
.01 6.10
.01 6.12
.O1 6 .lO
.O1 6.lO
.O1 6.10
.O1 6. lO
.01 6.10
_" x 24"
*FI-IO .27
FI-12 .30
FI-14 .26
FI-15 .30
FI-16 .27
FI-20 .27
FI-26 .26
FI-27 .29
FI-32 .27
FI-43 .29
FI-51 .23
FI-53 .29
FI-55 .29
FI-65 .29
FI-67
FI-69 .26
J - HS FI-71
*Original Shleet 48 x
426-HS *GI-17
&21-HS
+26-HS
/,21-HS
&25-HS
205-FS
431-H_
225-FS
225-FS
203-FS
205-FS
*Original Sh
GI-28
GI-38
GI-&7
GI-I
GI-12
GI-15
GI-19
GI-23
GI-_5
GI-6_
)et 48 x
.29
1),4". 72
.30
.29
.29
.29
.28
.28
.28
.27
.28
.27
.27
144-
.08
Weld
.08
.08
.08
.08
.17
.17
.17
.17
.17
.17
.17
• 72 Weld
.01
Panels,
.01
.O1
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
Panels.
Fe _ TI
_°,
0.30 0.02 O.L
- - " O.O;_
.16 ._ .o6 .....
.l& .o2 .o6
.14 .02 .06
.14 .02 .o6
.17 .02 .06
.16 .02 ._5
.17 .02 .'%
.18 .02 ,06
.16 .02 .06
.15 .02 ,,')_
.17 .o2 .o6
.15 .02 .o6
.15 .02 ,(6
.16 .02 .06
.15 .02 .06
.15 .02 .06
.15 .02 ._
.16 .02 .O3
.14 .02 .06
.16 .02 .06
.18 .01 .06
.18 .01 .O6
.18 .01 .06
.19 .O1 .06
.18 .O1 .O6
.18 .01 .06
.17 .01 .06
A-7
TABLE A-I.-& - CH_4ICAL COMPARISON OF %TELD PANELS 2219..T87, 3/A"
THICK MATERIAL. SHEETS IDENTIFIED AS C2, C,-I, 19 H.
Weld And
Panel Number
Specification Max.
Min.
991-HS C2-&
991-HS
%8-_s
968-_s
987-Rs
987-Hs
OriKinal Flare
ELEMENT COMPOSITION, %
611-FS
615-FS
9%-Hs
611-FS
975-Hs
616-FS
619-FS
615-m
97&-Hs
975-Hs
619-FS
MN Sl Ni Cr Cu Fe MS
O.&O 0.20 - - 6.8 0.30 i0.02
0,20 - - - _.8 - -
0.27 .13 .01 .01 6.05 .23 .02
C2-7 .27 .13 .O1 .O1 6.05 .2& .02
C2-12 .27 .13 .O1 .O1 6.10 .23 .02
C2-16 .27 .13 .01 .01 6.10 .24 .02
C2-17 .27 .13 .01 .01 6.05 .23 .02
C2-2& .27 .13 .01 .01 6.I0 .23 .02
60 x 72" . 24 Weld Panels, 6"x 25"
*I-6 0.28 .17
I-7 .28 .17
1-12 .27 .13
1-13 .28 .17
1-16 .27 .13
1-20 .28 .17
1-32 .28 .17
I-3A .28 .17
1-39
I-AO .28 .13
l-6& .27 .13
1-70 .28 .17
*Ori_in_] Sheet 72
976-HS *H-2
x !,_,".72
.27
H-6 .27
H-8 .27
H-18 .27
H-25 .27
H-31 .27
H-35 .27
H-61 .27
H-62 .27
H-65 .27
H-69 .28
zte 72 x 15&". 12
950-VS
972-Hs
972-Hs
976-Ks
977-Hs
977-I_
958-Hs
95O-YS
972-Ks
973-Hs
*Original P1
Panels
.13
.13
.13
.13
.13
.13
.13
.13
.13
.13
.13
Rows&
6" x 24" x 3/4".
.O1 .O1
.O1 .01
.O1 .O1
.O1 .O1
.O1 .O1
.O1 .O1
.O1 .O1
.O1 .O1
.O1 .O1
.O1 .O1
.O1 .O1
6"x_"
.01 Ol
.O1 Ol
.02 Ol
.01 Ol
.O1 Ol
.Ol Ol
.O1 Ol
.oi Ol
.O1 Ol
.Ol Ol
.O1 Ol
6 Col_mms of
Panel Dimension
6.20
6.18
6.18
6.23
6.10
6.18
6.15
6.18
6.25
6.O5
6.20
6.05
6.15
6.10
6.05
6.05
6.15
6.15
6.15
6.15
6.1o
6.05
Ti
3.10
).02
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.24 .01 .06
.2& .oi .06
.25 .o2 .o6
.25 .Of .O6
.2& .02 .O6
.25 .O1 .06
.25 .O1 .O6
.25 .01 .O6
.25 .02 .O6
.23 .02 .O6
.2& .O1 .O6
24
.24
.24 02
.23 02
.23 02
.24 02
.24 02
.25
.24
.24 02
i .23 02
Weld Panels For a Total
.o6
.06
.o6
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.o6
.o6
.06
of 72
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APPENDIX B
WELD PARAMETERS
B-I Flat Position Welding
B-2 Horizontal Position Welding
B-3 Vertical Position Welding
B-A Instrumentation Record During Welding
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._PEHDIX B-_.
I.NS51q_TIOlq P,I_ORD OF WELD P_
B-15
IET_UMERTATION RECORD OF WELD P_
During the velding operations with and without contaatnated shield gas,
the following weld parameters vere recorded according to the Rethod
described in Exhibit Three: 1) Arc Yoltagep 2) Current, 3) Torch
Prcxiaity, _) Wire Feed Rate, 5) Torch Travel Rate. After the initial
tests indicated that wire feed and travel rate were constant the
saJor attention was concentrated on recording the first three parmaeters
mentioned above.
A list of instrumentation is shown in Table B-_-I. These show various
behavior of the arc based upon the current, voltage and prc_i_ty
pattern. Generally as the are voltage changes the prcxiaity correc_ on
tends to follow.
To BaAntain proper bend ge_etry and penetration especially on the 3/_"
thick stock, a manual current adJust_nt was lade as indicated by the
sudden current increases in the records, e.g. figure B-_-IT. _he
vertical posltlon welds show some marked ohanges and effects. Erratlc
behavior of prQxiaity requires more study.
The series of instrumentation records show the following effects:
Figure B-_-I
_e nor_l characteristics without filler wire on
20l_T6 l/_" aZ,--_n-- panel 311FS. Arc _1_ is
decreasing and prc_/aity behaves in a siatlar sanner.
• he tracing is a continuous line.
Figure B-_ Same as above except filler vlre added. _ty
is more positive (near the surface) arc potential
shows similar fluctuations as B-_-I.
Figure B-4-3 Effect of Increaslng mounts of moisture are
shown, arc voltage drops sllghtl_ as aolsture In the
shield gas increases. _e prcxiatty bee_es more
negative as the weld progresses.
Normal record for non-contaalnated 201_T6 3/_" thick.
Current shows a loss of _ stops In 2_ inches of weld.
Tracing is continuous.
It appears to be difficult to predict the behavior pattern for any given
set of continuing conditions. It can be stated that hydrogen addition
shovs a greater change than moisture effects.
Fi_.mre B,-_-5 With moisture contamination of + 20°F dewpotnt the
arc potential contains ainute fluctuations as well as
gross variations. The proxiedty is very erratic.
B-16
Figure B-_-7
Figure B-_....8
FIgure B-_-9
With hydrogen addition alone the arc current is
erratlve and increasing. Arc potential and proximity
are also unstable.
BY adding hydrogen to a low dewpotnt gas the
behavior is somewhat stabilized although minute
fluctuations are noted in the arc potential. Proximity
value Is more erratic. _he proximity tracings may
be Indicative of pore formation.
As hydrogen and moisture are increased (+ 25°F, 2OCFH
the arc voltage is incre_ed subst_nttally_ current is
held steady with minute fluctuatton8_ proximity on
the other hand shows the greatest change and response.
Value is more negative.
Adding 6CFH Hydrogen to + 30°F dewpoint shield gas
results in s drop in the proximity to a more positive
value. Arc potential also drops.
_ Q
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APPenDIX C
MECH_E_ _O_T_
C-I Flat Position- All Conditions,
Each Alloy.
C-2 Horizontal Position
C-3 Vertical Position
C-A Porosity Versus Fatigue Life
C-5 Specific Gravity
C-6 _trength Curves Versus Porosity
Level Or Classification
C-2
APPENDXX _.,-I
FLAT POSITION- ALL CO_ITIOI_ EAC_ ALLOT
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APPENDIX C-&
POROSITY VERSUS FATIGUE LIFE
figure C-4-1 - Wiedemann-Baldwin Fatigue Testing Machine 
Model SFl-0, Showing Test Bar In Plate 
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APPENDIX C-5
SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF '_ELD SPECIMENS
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FIGURE C-5-I - Specific Gravity Of Weld Deposit
201&-T6, I/A Inch Aluminum Alloy
DC TIG Method, hOb3 Filler Metal
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I I
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3OCFH He 30CFH He
Horiz. Position None +3°F. D.Pt. 2CFH
Hydrogen
_ert. Position None 2CFH 5CFH
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+30° F.D. Pt.
Figure C-5-3 - Specific Gravity of Weld Deposit
2219-T87, I/& Inch Almninum Alloy
DC TIG Method, 2319 Filler Metal
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FLAT HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 
304-10 
None 
Spgr. 2,791 
404-15 
2.863 
None 
762-12 
2.860 
None 
a 5-20 
Spgr. 2.682 
+2WF Dpt. 
Tl9-23 
+20°F Dpt. 
2.622 
876-13 
2.860 
3CFH Hydrogen 
31 9-6 715-12 
5 C F "  Hydrogen 
Spgr. 2.558 2.476 
425 t o  300F dpt. 
874-13 
2.840 
4CFH Hydrogen 
329-6, 329-21 708-10 
Spgr. 1.807 2 ,446 
+20°F Dpt. +3OoF Dpt. 
55CF" Hydrogen 
204-22 
5.422 
Horizontal 
332-19 705-7 
Spgr. 1.477 2 0252 
+600F Dpt. +30°to 3 5 O  Dpt. 
25CF" Hydrogen 
3OCFH Helium 
723-23 
5 C F "  Hydrogen 
2,152 
Figure C-5-5 Specific Gravity of 2014.T6, 1/4 Inch Thick 
Aluminum Weld Bead, 4043 f i l l e r  - TIC Method, 
Depicting Effect of Porosity on Specific G r a d t Y  
FLAT HORIZONTAL 
c-79 
vEEtTIcAL 
201-8 
Spgr. 2.728 
None 
418-2 
2,829 
None 
851-9 
2 . 884 
None 
219-23 
2 A13 
+20°F Dpt. 
446-10 
2 a747 
+3OF Dpt, 
860-16 
2.807 
2CF" wrogen 
225-U 433-19 
5CFH Hydrogen 2CF" Hydrogen 
Spgr. 1.473 2.552 
86 5-3 
2.802 
3CFH Hydrogen 
226d 
Spgr. 2.252 
$6O0F Dpt. 
862-14 
2,686 
5ocFH Hydrogen 
230-3 429-7 
Spgr. 2.710 2.328 
35CFH Hydrogen,30CF" Helium 
6 O O F  Dpt. 5CF" Hydrogen 
19F 
2.76 
figure C-5-6 Specific Gravity of 2219-T87, 1/4 Inch Thick 
Aluminum Weld Bead, 4043 Filler - DC TIC M?thod, 
Depicting Effect of Porosity on Specific Gravity 
C-80 
FLAT HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 
I 
506-12 
None 
Spgr. 2.810 
929 
2 . 818 
None 
911 
2 . 816 
None 
I- 
510 
+20 F Dpt. 
Spgr. 2.752 
936 
2 713 
5CFH Hydrogen 
I l l 0  
+2@F Dpt. 
3CM Hydrogen 
5 1  9 741 
20°F Dpt. +3OoF Dpt. 
5CM Wrogen ~ C F H  wdrogen 
Spgr. 2.648 2.715 
525 0 1 3  
*50F Dpt .  
Spgr. 2.677 
2OCFH Hydmgen 
Figure C-5-7 - Specific Gravity of 2014CT6, 3/4 Inch Thick 
Aluminum Weld Bead, 4043 Filler - llc TIG Method 
Depicting Effect of Porosity on Specific k a d t Y  
C-81 FLAT HORIZONTAL VE€iTICAL 
l l M  
2.8% 
None 
1108 61 9 
Spgr. 2.762 2.626 
+20°F Dpt. 200F Dpt. 
t -1 
I 
6 U  991 
-20 F Dpt 45OF Dpt. 
5CF" Hydrogen 4CFH Hydrogen 
S p e .  2.624 2.696 
616 997 
Spgr. 2.6g6 2.642 
+25 F Dpt. +20°F Dpt. 
20CF" Hydrogen 5CFH Hydrogen 
1l11, 
2 709 
30F bt. 
30CF" Hydrogen 
Ngure C-5-8 Specific Gravity of 2219-T87, 3/4 Inch Thick 
Aluminum Weld Bead, 4043 M l l e r  - DC TIC Method 
Depicting Effect of Porosity on Specific Gravity 
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APPENDIX C--6
STRENGTH CUHVES VERSUS POROSITY
LEVEL OR CLASSIFICATION
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Figure C-6-2 - Tensile Strength Versus Pore Area
2014-T6, Horizontal Weld, 3/4 Inch
Transverse Test
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APPENDIX D
METALLOGRAPHIC BEAD CHARACTERISTICS
D-2 
a)  6FI. Panel 306-18 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Martin-Denver PO* +t 
5X Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
b) 6F1 Panel 215 
+20° Dew Point 
Level one 
hrtin-Denver 9 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 5x 
C )  6F1 Panel 319-20 
5 CFH H2 
Level two 
Martin-Denver P5 
5x Fracture, 1/64ths = 24 
d)  6F1 Panel 330-15 
200 D.P., 25 CFH H2 
h v e l  three 
brtin-Denver P5 
Fracture, 1 1 6 4 t h ~  = 88 5x 
e)  6F1 Panel 332-16 
600 D.P., 25 CFH H2, 
Level four 
Martin-Denver F7 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 67 
30 CFH H, 
5x 
f) +Throughout Figures ID'  
these values a re  taken from 
radiographs of corresponding 
l eve l  shown i n  Figures E. 
Figure D-1-1 - P h O t O I n i c r O g Y a p h S  cf' 201l+-T6, 
1/4" Thick Aluminum, Flat Position 
a)   HI. Panel 408 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Martin-Denver 9 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
b) 6M. Panel H-H5-12 
+3' Dew Point 
Level one 
c )  6M. Panel 718 
+200 Dew P o h t  
Level one 
&rtin-Denver P3 
Fkacture, l/64ths = 17 
d)  6H1 Panel 717 
25'-300 Dew Point 
Level two 
krtin-Denver p7 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 196 
t l i L - ~ ? ~  - 1  L,-L-2 - 3,ctorrLcrographs of 2014-~6, 1/4 Inch 
R i c h  Aluminum, Horizontal Position 
a )  6H1 Panel 702-12 
Level th ree  
Martin-Denver p7 
Fracture, 1/64t&s = 313 
+ 3 0 0 ~  D. P. 
7x 
b) 6H1 Panel 705-1 
Level four 
Mart in-Denve r P7 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 320 
+300-+350F D. P. 
Figure L 1 4  - Photomicrographs of 2014-T6, 1/4 Inch 
(Continued) Thick Aluminum, Horizontal Posit ion 
a I 1 a >  7F1 Panel 219 
+20°F Dew Po&& 
Level one 
Martin-Denver P3 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 4 
5x 
b) 7Fl Panel 
5cFH Hz 
Level two 
Martin-Denver P5 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 39 
c )  7Fl Panel 226-20 
600F D.P.,35 CFH & 
Level three 
&rt in;knver  P7 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 70 
30 CFH He 
5x 
d )  7Fl Panel 230-23 
60°F D.P., 35 CFH H2 
Level four 
Martin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 188 
30 cm He 
5 x  
Figure D-1-3 = Photomicrographs of 221ST87, 1/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Fbt Position 
D-6 
d)  
7Hl Panel W8 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Martin-Denver Po 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
7H1 Panel 449 
+30°F Dew Point 
Level one 
Martin-Denver P5 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 34 
7Hl Panel 432 
2 CFH H2 
b v e l  t w o  
Martin-Denver pl 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 99 
7Hl Panel 427 
30°F Dew Point 
Level th ree  
Eibrtin-Denver 9 
Fracture,1/64ths .c 208 
Figure 2-14 - Photomicrographs of 2219-T87, 1/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Horizontal Posi t ion 
7H1 Panel 429 
5 CFH H2 
Level four 
Martin-Denver 
F’racture, 1/64 p7 .ths = 
(Continued ) 
Figure %l& - Photomicrographs of 2219-T87, 1/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Horizontal Position 
393 
D-8 
a) 6F3 Panel 508 
Contamination - none 
&vel zem 
Martin-Denver PO 
Fracture, 1/6l+ths = 0 
b) 6F3 Pane 510 
~ O O F  D ~ W  Point 
Level one 
Figure D.1-5 - Photomicrographs of 201.4~~6, 3/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Flat Posit ion 
-2WF Dew Pair,, 
5cm I12 
Level t w o  
Martin-Denver P2 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 4 
b) 6F3 Fanel 522-16 
25OF Dew Paint 
20 cm H2 
T&T??X three 
krtin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 5 
F i e r e  &l.-5 - Photomicrograpris of 2OU+-T6, 3/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Flat Position (Con,,nue 
D-10 
a)  6IF3 Pane1 930-3 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
M a r t  in-Denver Po 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
b )  6H3 Panel 913-12 
200F D.P., 5 CFH H2 
Level two 
Martin-Denver p6 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 94 
figure b1-6 - Photomicrographs 20l&T6, 3/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Horizontal Position 
D-11 
Figure D-1-6 - F'hotomicmgraphs 2OU-T6, 3/4 Inch 
(Continued) Thick Aluminum, Horizontal Position 
D-12 
6V3 Panel 911 
Contamimtion - none 
Level zero 
Martin-Denver p0 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
6v3 Panel 1 l l O  
20°F Dew Point, 3 CFH H2 
b v e l  two 
Martin-Denver P6 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 49 
Figure 0-1-7 - Photomicrographs of 2014-T6, 3/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Vertical Position 
a) 7 ~ 3  108 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
krtin-Denver Po 
Fracture, 1/64 t h s  = 0 
3.31 
b) '7F3 Panel 619-2 
+2WF Dew Point  
Level one 
krtin-Demrer F j  
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
Figure D-1-8 - Photomicrographs 2219-T8'7, 3/4 Inch 
Thick A l u m h m ~ ,  Flat Position 
D- 14 
a )  7F3 Panel 607-11 
-200F D.P., 5 CFH H;! 
Level two 
hrtin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 96 
b)  7F3 Panel 616-12 
4250F D.P., 20 CFH H2 
Level three 
Martin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 361 
Figure D-1- 8 - Photomicrographs 22l9-T87, 3 /h  IhCh 
(Continued) Thick Aluminum, Flat Position 
a> 7 ~ 3  Panel 973-4 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Fartin-Denver PO 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
b) 7K3 Panel 987-3 
4 5 O F  D.P. 4 CFH H2 
Level t WD 
hrtin-Denver P4 
Frictvre, 1.64ths = 31 
Figure D-1-9 - Photomicrographs 221ST87, 3/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Horizontal Position 
D-16 
c )  7 0  Panel 973-15 
-t2@F Dew Point, 5 CFH H2 
Level th ree  
Martin-Denver p7 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 101 
Figure D-1- 9 - Photomicrographs 2219.T87, 3/4 Inch 
(Continued ) Thick Aluminum, Horizontal Posit ion 
a)  7V3 PanelllO6-15 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Martin-Denver PO 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
b) 7V3 Panel 956-7 
+2WF D.P., 3 CF" & 
hvel one 
krtin-Denver pI 
b c t u r e ,  1/64ths = 99 
hs of 2219-Tt37, 3/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Vertical Position 
D-18 
t 
.. 
i '  
c )  7173 Panel IU-11 
+3OF D.P., 3 CFH & 
Level two 
Martin-Denver p7 
Fracture 
. d )  7V3 Panel 959-22 
Level three 
Martin-Denver 
Fracture 
-5OF D.P., 5 CFH 
Figure D-1-10 - Photomicrographs of 2219-T8'7, 3/4 Inch 
(Continued ) Thick Aluminum, Vertical Position 
E-I
APPENDIXE
RADIOGRAPHICPATTERNSANDCATEGORIES
E-2 
6F1 Panel 304 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Mwtin-Denver Po 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA I, Al-1 
6F1 Panel 215 
20°F Dew Point 
Level one 
Martin-Denver 9 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA V, A1-3 
6F1 Panel 316 
5 CFH H2 
Level two 
Martin-Denver P5 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 24 
ABMA V, Al-5 
6 n  Panel 324 
20OF D.P.,25CFH H2 
Level th ree  
Mart in-Denve r P5 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 88 
ABMA V+,Al-5+ 
6F1 Panel 332 
600F D.P.,35CF" H2, 
20CFH He 
Level four 
hrtin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 67 
ABMA V+, Al-5+ 
Figure El-1 - Normal Radiograph 2OU-T6, 1/4 Inch 
Thick, Aluminum Flat Position 
E-3 
. . 
6K1 Panel 4lO 
Contamination - none 
level zero 
Al3MA I, A l - 1  
Ihrtin-Denver 9 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
6H1 Panel n9 
20°F Dew Point 
Level one 
Martin-Denver P3 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 17 
ABMA V, A1-4 
6H1 Panel 712 
25-30°F Dew Point 
Level two 
ABMA V+, Al-5+ 
Fartin-Ikzvey 
Fracture, l/64ths = 196 
6H1 Panel 709 
300 Dew Point 
Level Three 
AB&?? v+, Al-5+ 
krtin-Denver P7 
-.rc+ywe, 1/64ths = 313 
6H1 Panel 706 
30-350F Dew Point 
Level four 
krtin-Denver p7 
Wacture, 1/64ths = 320 
ABMA V+, A1-54- 
6Hl Panel 723 
5 H2 
level f ive 
ABMA V+, Al=5+ 
rti +Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 335 
Figure E-1-2 - N o d  Radiograph 2014-T6, 1/4 Inch 
Thick, Aluminum Horizontal Position 
~~ ~ 
a) 6Vl Panel 751 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
ABMA I, Al-1 
Martin-Denver Po 
Fracture, 1/64ths 4 
b) 6Vl Panel 876 
3 CFH H2 
Level one 
Martin-Denver P3 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 27 
ABMA 11, Al-2 
c) 6 n  Panel 874 
4 cm H2 
Level two 
ABMA V, AI--3 
Martin-Denver P5 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 75 
d) 6vl Panel $73 
5 cm m 
Level three 
ABMA V+, Al-5 
Martin-Denver P6 
Fracture, l/64ths = 95 
figure E-1-3 - Nom1 Radiograph 2014-~6, 1/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum Vert ical  Posit ion 
33-5 
a) 7FI Panel 204 
Contamination - none 
Level zem 
Martin-Denver Po 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA I, AI-I. 
b) 7Fl Panel 220 
200F Dew Point 
Level one 
ABMA I, A l - 1  
Martin-Denver p3 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 4 
d) 7F1 Panel227 
6WF D.P.,35CF'H I32 
&vel three  
ABMA V, U-5+ 
Mzirtin-Denver p.i 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 70 
3Ocm He 
e) 7Fl Panel 230 
Level four 
Martin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 188 
ABMA V+, Al-5+ 
Figure E-1-4 - N o m 1  Radiograph 2219-T87, l/l+ Inch 
Thick, Aluminum Flat Position 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ______-- - -  ~ 
I 
I---- 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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E 
I 
a a )  7Hl Panel W5 Contamination - none 
Level zero 
MartinoDenver Po 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA I, Al-1 
b) 7Hl Panel 442 
3°F Dew Point 
Level one 
Ik rtin-Denve r P5 
F’racture, 1/64ths = 34 
ABMA V, Al-5 
c)  7Hl Panel 432 
2 CFH IQ 
Level two 
ABMA V, u-5+ 
brtin-Denver 9 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 99 
d )  7Hl Panel422 
3OOF Dew h i n t  
Level three 
ABMA V+, a-5$ 
k rti n-Denver p7 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 208 
e) 7Hl Panel 429 
5 cm e2 
Level four 
ABYA V+, A1-5+ 
brtin-Denver 
Fracture 1/64ths = 393 
Figure E-1-5 - Normal Radiograph 2219-T87, 1/4 Inch 
Thick, Aluminum Horizontal Position 
a) panel 857 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Mart in-Denver PO 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA I, A l - 1  
b) 7Vl Panel866 
3 CFH H2 
Level one 
ABMA I, A l - 1  
Martin-Denver 5 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
Figure E-1-6 - Nom1 Radiograph 2219-q,1/4 Inch 
Thick, Aluminum Vertical Position 
E-8 
6m Panel 501 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Martin-Denver Po 
E'racture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA I, A l - 1  
6n Panel 512 
20°F Dew Point 
Level two 
ABMA I, A l - 1  
Martin-Denver P2 
Fracture, 1 1 6 4 t h ~  = 4 
6 ~ 3  Pane1 518 
Level three 
Martin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 25 
-20°F D.P., 5 CFH & 
ABMA V, Al-5 
6F3 Panel 524 
250F D.P., 20CFH H2 
Level four 
Martin-Denver 
b a c t u r e ,  1 1 6 4 t h ~  = 89 
ABMA V, Al-5+ 
Figure E-1-7 - Normal Radiograph 2014-T6, 3/4 Inch 
Thick, Aluminum Flat Posi t ion 
E-9 
a )  6H3 b e l  926 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Al3MA I, Al-1 
Martin-Denver Po 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
b) 6B Panel 936 
200F D.P., 5 CFH H2 
Level one 
ABMA V. iU-3 
Martinhenver 
Fracture 
c )  6 0  panel942 
3OOD.P., 6 CF" H2 
Level two 
ABMA V, Al-5+ 
Martin-Denve r P6 
Fracture, 1/64t.hs = 94 
figure 61-8 - Normal Radiograph 20l4-%, 3/4 Inch 
Thick, Aluminum Horizontal Position 
Figure E-1-9 - Normal 
Thick 
a )  6V3 Panel 900 
Contamination - none 
Level zem 
Martin-Denver Po 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA I, AI-1 
b) 6V3 &'ne1 1112 
20°F D.P., 5 CFH H2 
Level two 
ABMA IV, Al-3 
Martin-Denver P6 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 49 
Radiograph 2014-T6, 3/4 Inch 
luminum, Vertical  Posit ion 
E-11 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Martin-Denver PO 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA, I, A l - 1  
b )  7F3 Panel 619 
23OF Dew Point 
Level one 
ABMA I, Al-l 
brt in-Denver 9 
Fracture, 1/6J+ths = 0 
c )  7F3 Panel 610 
-20OF D.P., 5 CFH H2 
Level two 
ABMA V, AI.-5 
?&rtin-Denver e 
Fracture, l//t/++ths = 96 
d )  7F3 Panel 615 
25OF D.P., 20 CF" 
Level three 
Martin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 361 
ABMA V, Al-5 
Figure 61-10 - Normal Radiograph 2219-T87, 3/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Flat Position 
E-12 
a) 7H3 Panel 971 
Contamination - none 
Level zem 
Mart in-Denv e r  Po 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA I, Al-1 
b) 7H3 Panel 985 
Level two 
-45OF D.P., 4 CFH H2 
I 1 ABMA V. Al-5 
MartinlDenver P4 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 81 
c )  7m0Pane1 
+20 F D.P., 5 CF" Hp 
z 
Level three 
Martin- Denve r 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 101 
ABMA v+, v-5+ 
Figure 61-11 - N o m 1  Radiograph 2219-Tm, 3/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Horizontal Position 
E-13 
a) 7 ~ 3  Panel no2 
Contamination - none 
Level zero 
Martin-Denver p0 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 0 
ABMA I, Al-1 
b) 7V3 Panel 1107 
W F  Dew Point 
level one 
Martin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 99 
ABMA v+, A M +  
c >  7v3 Panel 956 
3 CFH H2 
Level one 
ABMA v, Al-5+ 
Martin-Demrer P5 
Fracture, I/~!&?!S = 92 
d) 7V3 Panel 960 
3 CFH H2 
Level one 
ABMA V+, A1-5+ 
Martin-Denver 
Fracture, 1/64ths = 378 
e) 7V3 Panel 1114 
3OF D.P., 3 CFH R? 
h v e l  two 
Martin-Denver pt 
Fracture - 
ABMA v+, m-5+ 
f) 7V3 Panel 1116 
-5OF DoPo, 3 CFH IQ 
Level three 
ABM V+, U-5+ 
Yartin-Denver p7 
Fracture - 
Figure 61-12 - Normal Radiograph 2219-T87, 3/4 Inch 
Thick Aluminum, Vertical Position 
